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Foreword by the Grand Master
More than ever, I am especially proud and honoured to
present the International Hospitaller Report for the year
2020. When I was invested the 50th Grand Master in
2018, I could not have imagined the challenges we
would have to face only two years later. As many of you
will already know, during the first trimester of 2020, I
suddenly lost my sister and my mother, shortly after I
suffered from coronavirus and was admitted to the
hospital with severe breathing problems. Despite a
terrible start to the year on a personal level, the
challenge remained unchanged in the following months
with the plummeting of the global economy, as well as
the severe health crisis worldwide.
While this pandemic has affected each and every human being I know in one way or
another, this complicated stage in our lives has also helped us to value many aspects of
our environment. We have had to learn to live a simple life, intramural, just as our leper
brothers and sisters did in their leper colonies several centuries ago. We have become
accustomed to living without the affection of our loved ones in order to protect each
other, we have got used to valuing essential goods and living without the superfluous. We
have watched with amazement how the economy of some countries collapsed like a
house of cards, while people kept dying by the thousands and frightened citizens tried to
understand and assimilate the tragedy that had come upon us.
Yet here we stand today, having transcended this crisis and never forgetting the brothers
and sisters who have fallen victim to this corrosive virus. We have proven to be resilient;
we have proven our worth with mother nature which put us to the test. We have been
able to minimize the impact of the virus by applying strict safety measures, and our
contemporary scientists have been able to develop an effective vaccine in record time.
But what truly fills me with pride is seeing how this Order has worked during the past
months. Every jurisdiction has given the very best of itself trying to relieve the havoc of
the pandemic locally. Despite the nervousness and the uncertainty, every single member
has been aware of their condition of being a servant to mankind, of the fact that they are
also an important part of the solution and that every little effort adds up. “Heal the sick,
raise the dead, cleanse those who have leprosy, drive out demons. Freely you have
received, freely give.” (Matthew 10:8)
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One of my favourite quotes is: “Often when you think you’re at the end of something,
you’re at the beginning of something else.” I am a firm believer that we are now at the
beginning of the regeneration of our society; we have reached the start of an upward
curve and, in many aspects, I trust that we have learned our lesson and are wiser today.
More than ever, I am especially proud to be the Grand Master of this ancient and noble
Order. Thank you for your service and may God bless you all.

Atavis et Armis,

Francisco de Borbón Graf von Hardenberg
50th Grand Master
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Preface by the Grand Commander
This 2020 edition of our International Hospitaller Report is particularly important. Many
readers will have reviewed the interim Pandemic report for St Lazarus issued over 2020.
This comprehensive booklet more thoroughly reviews our continued endeavours in
health, education, and relief activities in the calendar year ending 2020. Simply put, the
report highlights our capacity to give, as demonstrated by members of our Order.
The scale of diversity in various causes the Knights and Dames in St Lazarus support is
remarkable. This report mirrors some of the many serious societal challenges faced
around the globe. Our founding cause in the care and eradication of leprosy remains a key
focus. Despite economic challenges last year our donors and resources were such that the
substantial monetary donations itemized herein offer hope and some measure of
confidence in a post-Covid world. The late Dr Jonas Salk who perfected a successful polio
vaccine advised he overcame nightmares because of his dreams. It is characteristic that
St Lazarus also envisions faith to overcome challenges ahead.
The long history of St Lazarus is that we concentrate our energy and capital in the here
and now in pursuit of our mission to serve humanity.
It is a pleasure to thank especially our many Jurisdiction Hospitallers and the leadership
of Prof. Charles Savona-Ventura for preparation of this booklet. Thanks as well to our
editorial team for their contribution of time and skill in this activity.

Edward B. White GCLJ
Grand Commander of the Order
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Preface by the Grand Hospitaller (interim)
Because of the Covid-19 pandemic, the outgoing year has been a very
trying one for all the jurisdictions of the Order. In spite of the
difficulties in fund-raising initiatives brought about by countryvariable restrictions related to maintaining a policy of ‘social
distancing’ to reduce the spread of the infection, many jurisdictions
found ways and means to maintain their past momentum of
charitable initiatives. The jurisdictions have also found innovative
ways of maintaining social contact between their members and the international Lazarite
community. The Covid-19 pandemic has truly confirmed that humans are very much
social animals who strongly feel the need to get together and communicate. The pandemic
has also led us to seek other innovative ways of ‘getting together’ using the modern media
[Facebook – Zoom – Twitter – etc.] to its utmost. This is especially important to maintain
the international cohesion of the Lazarite family. It appears that the light has appeared at
the end of the Covid-19 tunnel, and we hope our lives will revert to a new normality
where social interactions on a personal level become safe and can be resumed without
restrictions. However, the lessons and experiences learnt from the pandemic should not
be forgotten and the principles of using modern social media, particularly to maintain a
sense of belonging to an international community, will be retained.
In the words of the Apostle Paul to the Thessalonians [1; 4:9-10]: Now as to the love of the
brethren, you have no need for anyone to write to you, for you yourselves are taught by God
to love one another; for indeed you do practice it toward all the brethren … But we urge you,
brethren, to excel still more …

Professor Charles Savona-Ventura
GCLJ MD FRCOG AccCOG FRCPI FRCPEd
Grand Hospitaller (Interim)
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General Overview
Thirty-four jurisdictions provided a Hospitaller Report for 2020.
● Grand Priory of America (includes Delegation of Mexico)
● Grand Priory of Australia
● Grand Bailiwick of Austria (including the Commanderies of St Rupert, St
Hubertus and the Lazarus Volunteer Salzburg)
● Austria – Hereditary Commandery of Sighartstein
● Priory of Belgium & the Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg
● Grand Priory of Canada
● Grand Bailiwick of the Czech Republic
● Grand Priory of England & Wales
● Grand Priory of Finland
● Grand Priory of France including Grand Priory of Alsace, the Grand
Bailiwick of France, the Lieutenancy of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem and of
Notre Dame of Mount Carmel and the Grand Bailiwick of Boigny
● Grand Bailiwick of Germany
● Grand Priory of Greece
● Grand Priory of Hungary
● Grand Priory of Ireland
● Grand Priory of Italy
● Priory of Liechtenstein
● Grand Priory of the Maltese Islands
● Malta – Grand Commandery of the Castello
● Grand Bailiwick of The Netherlands
● Grand Priory of New Zealand
● Priory of Norway
● Priory of North Macedonia
● Grand Priory of Portugal (includes Hereditary Commandery of Sande)
● Grand Priory of Romania
Grand Bailiwick of Scotland
Grand Bailiwick of Sicily
Grand Priory of Slovakia
Grand Bailiwick of South Africa
Grand Priory of Spain (includes Hereditary Commandery of “El
Acebuchar”)
● Grand Priory of Sweden
● Grand Bailiwick of Switzerland
●
●
●
●
●
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● Priory of Zimbabwe
● International Grand Priory
● Humanitarian Grand Priory Europe (including the Lazarus relief
organizations in Poland [LAZARUS Ermland-Maßuren] and in Germany
[LAZARUS Hilfswerk (LHW)]
Sincere thanks are due to those jurisdictional hospitallers and heads of jurisdictions who
have used the requested format to compile their reports. This has truly facilitated the
process for bringing together the International Report; those who sent their reports in a
different format – spero iterum.
Throughout 2020, the various jurisdiction made monetary or in-kind donations
amounting to a total of € 13,513,576, supplemented by 65,042 volunteer man-hours,
equivalent to a further € 650,420 [volunteer man-hours are estimated at a standard rate
of €10 per hour]. The total hospitaller contribution of € 14,1673,991 compares very
favourably with the figure reported for 2019 of € 13,178,247 confirming that, in spite of
all the restrictions imposed by the Covid-19 pandemic, the jurisdictions and their
voluntary organizations have striven to maintain their charitable momentum. The
majority of the donations [81.6%] derive from the activities of the voluntary
organizations falling under the Humanitarian Grand Priory of Europe. Without this
contribution, the national and hereditary jurisdictions contributed a total of € 2,573,410
in monetary, in-kind and volunteer man-hour donations.

1. Value of Funding/Services Donated divided according to
Charitable Activities
The graph below shows the distribution of the value of philanthropic services being
provided by the Order on an international level according to categories of charitable
activities. It is evident that the greater part of the donations target palliative/aged care
and medical support for those with special needs, the sick and the elderly. A large part of
these donations comes from the contribution made by the V/O of the Humanitarian Grand
Priory of Europe which as an organization specifically targets this section of the
community it serves. Excluding the contribution by the V/O of the Humanitarian Grand
Priory of Europe, only 12.5% of contributions made by the national and hereditary
jurisdictions targeted this charitable group. The main jurisdictional recipient charity
groups for 2020 included support for international charities [22.0%], care for children
and families [15.3%] and Hansen’s Disease (leprosy) victims [14.9%]. Interestingly,
probably because of the Covid-19 consequences, charities supporting food campaigns
and the vulnerable in societies received a greater share [15.2%] during 2020 compared
to 2019.
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The wide vista presented by the ‘modern’ stated aims of the Order is reflected by the
broad range of philanthropic activities supported by its jurisdictions. The traditional link
with the victims of leprosy has been maintained, accounting for 2.7% of the total annual
contribution. Hansen’s Disease still remains a scourge in the developing world, despite
the free-of-cost availability of the curative Multidrug Therapy regimen. Developing
countries still see significant numbers of new cases being diagnosed annually. In addition,
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many prior victims of Hansen’s Disease remain marginalized and handicapped as a result
of the chronic complications of the infection. However, because the demands of the
modern world have changed significantly, the different national jurisdictions have
supported diverse philanthropic objectives and not purely leprosy. The larger part of the
2020 philanthropic contribution, amounting to 84.0% of the total, has been targeted
towards palliative support and medical care of needy members of society [the aged and
terminally ill].
Only 2.8% of the total funds donated by the Order were directed towards promoting care
for children and their families; and most of these projects took place in the developed
world rather than the developing countries. International activities, which include
missionary support in developing countries, accounted for only 4.0% of the total
philanthropic contributions of the Order.

2. Value of Funding/Services Donated divided according to
Geographical Areas
As in the previous year, the larger part of donations made by the Order during 2020
support charitable activities in Europe, accounting for 89.8% of the total amount – a trend
emulating the previous year. A significant portion of these donations comes from the
contribution made by the V/O of the Humanitarian Grand Priory of Europe which as an
organization specifically targets the region. Excluding the contribution made by the V/O
of the Humanitarian Grand Priory of Europe, the European region still remains the largest
recipient, receiving 44.1% of contributions made by the national and hereditary
jurisdictions.
The targets for philanthropic support provided by the Order appear to have rather placed
the developing world on the backburner with a greater proportion of donations being
aimed at needy persons or communities in the developed world, with 93.2% of donations
targeting projects in Europe [89.8%], North America [2.2%] and Oceania [1.2%]. The
other main regional recipients were Asia [2.4%] and Africa [1.9%], both countries
appearing to have received a greater share than in 2019. Most of the charitable donations
made by the national and hereditary jurisdictions focus on charities within their own
communities. Only about 5.5% of these donations address ‘missionary charities’ in Asia,
Africa and the Middle East. While the proportion of support appears low, this
approximates to about € 774,005. The philanthropic targets for this support varied, but
the larger part [2.7%] addressed victims of Hansen’s Disease.
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3. Health Needs Priorities in the Modern World
The present section does not in any way seek to direct national jurisdictions to any
particular charity or charities. It is simply meant to indicate the actual current
distribution of the Order’s resources in the light of the perceived global demand of the
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needy in the modern world. National Jurisdictions are better placed to identify the needs
of the communities they wish to support through their philanthropic activities in line
with the stated aims of the Order: i.e. to assist, succour and help the poor, the sick and the
afflicted.
Health needs in the modern world depend on the socio-economic status of any particular
community, region or country, and the health need priorities of communities in the
developed countries are very different from those living in developing countries. In the
latter, the health need requirements are primarily related to ensuring the provision of
adequate nutrition, safe water resources, and means to combat infections. These
interventions would mitigate the high childhood mortality prevalent in these
communities.
A particular area of concern in the developing world is childhood mortality, generally
brought about through malnutrition and gastrointestinal infections caused mainly by
compromised water supplies. Childhood mortality rates in Africa and Asia amount to up
to 20% of total births. In contrast, Europe, North America, and Australia report a
childhood mortality of <1% [see Figure below].

Childhood mortality rate, 2017 – Deaths under 5 years of age 1

However, only 2.8% of the total funds donated by the International Order were directed
towards promoting care for children and their families; and most of these projects were
in the developed world rather than the developing countries.
As has been noted above, Hansen’s Disease still remains a scourge in the developing
world, despite the free-of-cost availability of the Multidrug Therapy regimen (since 1995)
promoted by the World Health Organization in 1981. The availability of this effective
1

UN Inter-agency Group for Child Mortality Estimation. OurWorldInData.org/child-mortality
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treatment has led to an overall decrease in global prevalence, but not to the total
annihilation of the disease. The drop in global incidence, however, is not equitable
throughout the world. Developing countries still see significant numbers of new cases
being diagnosed annually [see Figure below]. The large majority of new cases are
reported from Southeast Asia. In addition, many prior victims of Hansen’s Disease remain
marginalized and handicapped as a result of the chronic complications of the infection.

Global incidence [newly diagnosed cases per 100 000 population] in 20172

While Hansen’s Disease persists as a public health concern in the developing world, more
urgent and significant health issues influence the well-being of individuals in those
countries. It would appear that the International Order is slowly distancing itself from the
traditional battle against the ravages of Hansen’s Disease. In 2020, only 2.7% of the total
funds donated by the Order were directed towards the fight against Leprosy. A review of
the Order’s response to the battle against Hansen’s Disease should be based on the W.H.O.
Global Leprosy Strategy 2016‒2020 structured around 3 core pillars:
•

Pillar I: Strengthen government ownership, coordination and partnership

•

Pillar II: Stop leprosy and its complications

•

Pillar III: Stop discrimination and promote inclusion

After W.H.O. Epidemiology - Leprosy Epidemiological situation 2017, burden and distribution. W.H.O.,
Geneva, 2018, http://origin.searo.who.int/entity/global_leprosy_programme/epidemiology/en/
2
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In the developing world, further emphasis should be given towards promoting childhood
well-being and survival. This can involve initiatives providing direct support to
institutions/organizations that promote childcare; but can also involve indirect support
to needy communities such as clean water provision or disinfection projects that go a
very long way towards decreasing the incidence of, and deaths from, gastrointestinal
infections. Health and well-being are, of course, tied to education; and projects promoting
educational programs in developing countries should also be given priority.

Philanthropic pillars to support the needy in developing countries

Health support priorities in the developed world are very different from those in
developing countries. The main causes of ill-health and mortality are chronic noncommunicable conditions brought about by the consequences of a modern lifestyle,
which promote metabolic and cardiovascular disease. The needs in developed
communities, especially highly developed ones, are generally related to hospice care of
invalid persons with problems of chronic illness, and problems of advancing age.
Individuals in long-term care face health and social problems that may not be effectively
and completely covered by the formal support systems in place in that community.
Problems related to the care of the invalid elderly in both the developed and developing
world have increased exponentially over the last six decades, though there still remains
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a significant divide between the two [see Figure below]. The main contributor towards
the significantly lower estimated life expectancy at birth in the developed world is the
relatively higher childhood mortality these countries experience.

Trends in Life expectancy by region and 2019 rates 3

In reviewing the country-by-country distribution of the philanthropic activities of the
Order, it is clear that the majority of resources target the developed world in general and
particularly the exigencies which result from ill-health or old age. This is in line with the
general healthcare and social needs of the developed world. There is increasing scope to
continue supporting this philanthropic category without, of course, neglecting other
areas of need [e.g. childcare and family support, persons with special needs, etc.].
The support given to Palliative/Aged Care & Medical Support by the national jurisdictions
varies considerably, from providing support to institutions to help improve their services
and maintain their day-to-day management, to providing educational training for carers,
and direct support to inmates. These three facets of support are important and must be
maintained. The provision of support to ensure better services for the needy is an
important indirect means of improving individuals’ well-being. The National jurisdictions
are, however, encouraged to seek and explore a more direct approach to ameliorate the
lives of these individuals. Such direct approaches can assume many different formats –
regular social personal visits, providing entertainment opportunities, etc. These direct
approach initiatives may not appear as grand on paper as do indirect support initiatives,
but the former do have a major role to play in ensuring the mental well-being of
dependants in care.

3

https://ourworldindata.org/life-expectancy
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Philanthropic pillars to support the needy in developed countries
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4. Flagship Project of the International Order
Each year the jurisdictions of the Order are asked to make voluntary
donations to the Order’s Hospitaller Fund in support of a flagship
project for the entire Order. A total of € 5,564 was forwarded by
jurisdictions. The Flagship Project was originally envisaged as a
rallying charity for the whole Order on an international level to identify
a particular charity that all jurisdictions can support. The charity is
chosen by a majority decision made by all the jurisdictions. The donations from Sweden
and Finland amounting to a total of € 1,584 were sent with requests to support specific
charities, namely Aid to the Church in Need [Spain] and Covid-19 related charities.
The ultimate choice of the jurisdictions for the Flagship Project for 2020 was initially the
St Anne School in Rayak, Bekaa Valley, Lebanon, on the border with Syria. The school is
managed by the Melkite Greek Catholic Church. From the accumulated Hospitaller Fund,
a donation amounting to a total of €15,000 had been put aside, supplemented by further
donations totalling € 4,000 forwarded by Finland and Norway. However, following the
devastating effect of the explosion in Beirut on 4th August 2020, a decision was made to
transfer the voted funds to support the Melkite Patriarchate’s efforts to restore and
rebuild the buildings of the Melkite Patriarchate School destroyed by the disastrous
explosion in Beirut. These funds have not as yet been transferred by the Grand Chancery
owing to the Covid-19 pandemic.
After a request from Dr José Enrique Alés
Martínez, Head of Management and Research of
Medical Oncology, and the recommendation of
the Grand Master, the Hospitaller Fund in April
2020 supported the Ávila Healthcare Complex in
Spain with a monetary donation of € 10,000 to
help the center obtain essential rapid diagnostic
tests, respirator consumables, and PPE gowns
during the Covid-19 pandemic. A remaining
amount of €10,976 was paid by the Order. The
new Flagship Project for 2020-2021 as promoted
by the Grand Master will be for Covid-19 relief
efforts.

Hospitaller Fund status:

€

As on 01/01/20
Donations during 2020

35,471
5,564

TOTAL

41,035

Donations 2020:
Ávila Healthcare Complex

Targeted Donations:
Patriarchal School Beirut
ACN [Spain]

€
10,000

€
19,000
584

Covid-related charities

1,000

Outstanding balance

€

as on 31/12/2020

10,451
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Hansen’s disease [Leprosy]
Grand Priory of America [including Delegation of Mexico]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 123,597
11,600 hrs

The Commandery of the Southeast supported the Rising Star Outreach (RSO) Charity with
a monetary donation of USD 40,000 [eq. € 33,133]. The Rising Star Outreach Charity is a
non-profit organization dedicated to empowering individuals and families to rise above the
stigma associated with leprosy and to live healthy, productive lives through quality
education, medical care, and community development. It provides over 35,000 medical
services to the victims of Hansen’s disease in several centers in India. It also provides
educational programs, and supports the Little Flower Leprosy Hospital in Bihar.

Rising Star Outreach support in India

The Delegation of Mexico supported the work of the Centro Dermatológico Dr Pedro
Andrade Pradillo to provide domiciliary visits to 1,262 households affected by Hansen’s
disease, registering 34 new cases of people with the disease and its consequences, to
distribute 452 food packages donated by the Hérdez food packaging company and an
undetermined additional amount of food packages, masks and protective equipment
(acquired through the Covid-19 Special Project involving the selling of specially designed
bracelets), to oversee low cost consultations granted by medical doctors in our premises,
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and to give pastoral and psychological support to patients and their families. This work
involved the monetary donation of Mexican pesos 836,776 [eq. € 34,537], in-kind
donations equivalent to Mexican pesos 213,750 [eq. € 8,822] and 300 volunteer manhours. In addition, the sub-jurisdiction supported the work of the Instituto Dermatológico
Guanajuatense de San Lázaro to provide domiciliary visits to 1,137 households affected by
Hansen’s disease, registering 5 relapses and new cases, to distribute 967 food packages to
needy people in the small towns and villages near Irapuato and as far as Celaya, to provide
protective equipment obtained through the Covid-19 Special Project, to oversee low cost
consultations granted by medical doctors in our premises, and give pastoral and
psychological support to patients and their families. This work involved the monetary
donation of Mexican pesos 520,444 [eq. € 21,480], in-kind donations equivalent to Mexican
pesos 200,000 [eq. € 8,255] and 300 volunteer man-hours.

Support to the Centro Dermatológico Dr Pedro Andrade Pradillo

Support to the Instituto Dermatológico Guanajuatense de San Lázaro

The Commandery of the West supported the work of the Hale Mohalu Hospital Care Home
in Honolulu and the Kalaupapa Care Home in Molokai which are the last operating Leprosy
Settlements in the United States. Hale Mohalu serves as the clinic where patients receive
critical care, while Kalaupapa Care Home serves as their primary residence. The support
involved the monetary sum of USD 947.62 [eq. € 785] as freight charges; in-kind donations
of Order-branded face masks, Hand Sanitizers, Cleaning Supplies, Storm Supplies, and
Video Telehealth Solution, equivalent to USD 20,027.85 [eq. € 16,585]; and approximately
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11,000 volunteer man-hours to help operate a feed-the-homeless program in Waikiki;
operate a food pantry program in Kauai; coordinate a farm-to-home food delivery program
for the elderly and disadvantaged; and to provide full-time medical and social support.

Donated items

Grand Bailiwick of Austria
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 1,000
nil

The jurisdiction donated the sum of € 1,000 to the Catholic Jesuit-run boarding school in
Yuexi, Sichuan Province, P.R. of China. The school caters for the education of healthy
children from families suffering from Hansen’s disease. The donation supports the
employment of 12 additional employees.

Newly employed personnel at the Yuexi Catholic boarding school
(the man with the hat is Father Gutheinz SJ)
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Grand Priory of Canada
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 3,740
nil

The Medical and Hospitaller Commission of the Grand Priory,
through the Board of Governors made a donation of CAN$
2,500 [eq. € 1,700] to the charity EFFECT: HOPE of the
Leprosy Mission Canada to support the work that the mission
carries out in India. Further donations to the same charity were made by the
Commanderies of Western Ontario (CAN$ 2,500 [eq. € 1,700]) and of Thunder Bay (CAN$
500 [eq. € 340]). Further separate donations were made by individual members of the
jurisdiction.

Grand Bailiwick of the Czech Republic
● Monetary donation made:
unquantified
● Volunteer hours given:
unquantified
The Prostějov Commandery of St Jan Sarkander of the jurisdiction provided 400 Red Cross
knit sterilisable bandages from cotton yarn for leprosy patients.
Grand Priory of England & Wales
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 53,327
nil

The Grand Priory donated a significant sum amounting to £
30,402 [eq. € 35,340] to the LEPROSY MISSION which is an
International Christian organization founded originally in 1874.
The donation was made to support the Bankura Vocational Training Centre, West Bengal.
This training centre is one of six managed by the Leprosy Mission in India. The aim of the
vocational training initiative is to help young people affected by leprosy and disability by
being taught the skills they need to earn a living, rather than having to beg for one because
they are abandoned by their families and communities. A further monetary donation of
£ 15,474 [eq. € 17,987] was made by the jurisdiction in support
of LEPRA for the ‘Together we can beat leprosy’ project in
Krishna District, Andhra Pradesh, India. The project aims to
provide a Referral Centre where leprosy patients can get specialized quality treatment
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and care, organize outreach activities to raise awareness in local communities, and set up
training activities to strengthen the health system in the district.

Training at Bankura Vocational Training Centre, West Bengal

Grand Priory of Finland
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 1,000
nil

The jurisdiction forwarded a donation of € 1,000 to support the Ghandhiji Seva Nikita
Leprosy Hospital in India.

Victims of Hansen’s Disease being treated in the Ghandhiji Seva Nikita Leprosy Hospital
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Grand Priory of France including Grand Priory of Alsace, the Grand Bailiwick of
France, the Lieutenancy of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem and of Notre Dame of Mount
Carmel and the Grand Bailiwick of Boigny
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 2,600
nil defined

The Grand Priory of Alsace donated the sum of € 2,600, collected on World Leprosy Day,
to the Raoul Follereau Foundation. This sum was then matched by the foundation who
donated the total amount to the charities identified by the Grand Priory of Alsace.

Grand Bailiwick of Germany [including Hereditary Commandery of Rurich]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 54,935
nil defined

The jurisdiction supports the work of the HDZ - Foundation for Aid Organization of
German Dentists for Leprosy and Emergency Areas. During 2020, the HDZ Foundation
supported several projects related to helping victims of Hansen’s Disease. These
included:
● A monetary donation of € 25,030, made in support of the leprosy clinic managed
by Dr Rémy Rousselot in Bhubaneswar, East India. During 2020, the clinic carried
out around 550 operations including amputations. It also serves the needs of
victims of Hansen’s Disease in the community by providing an outpatient service.
The clinic was further supported with a donation of € 1,500 made directly by the
Bavarian sub-jurisdiction. In addition, HDZ donated the sum of € 23,375 to
support the Bombay Leprosy Project/Covid-19 support in Mumbai, India.
● A donation by HZD of € 5,030 to support the provision of socio-economic
rehabilitation measures to victims of Hansen’s Disease and Covid-19 support
assistance in the Chinese province of Guangdong, China. This project provides
support to several hundred lepers in 44 villages. It provides drug therapy and
wound treatment as well as amputations and eye operations in cooperating
clinics. In addition, special shoes and prostheses are still made in the workshop
financed by the HDZ.
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Grand Priory of the Maltese Islands
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 6,465
80 hrs

The jurisdiction manages its affiliated Malta-registered voluntary
organization – the Raoul Follereau Foundation (Malta) : Order of
Charity – which is dedicated to improving the circumstances and health
of victims of Hansen’s Disease and other chronic debilitating conditions
throughout the world. The charity publishes a newsletter for its circa
1000-membership. In addition, besides the volunteer man-hours
contributed by the four-person management board, the jurisdictional
members also made a donation of € 465.
The Raoul Follereau Foundation (Malta) : Order of Charity
donated the sum of € 6,465 to a number of Maltese-managed
missions working to ameliorate the conditions of victims of
Hansen’s Disease, including missions managed by the Capuchin
Fathers, the Conventual Franciscan Fathers, the Philippine
Mission managed by Sr Ann Catania; and the charity Gesu fil-Proxxmu : Jesus in Thy
Neighbour. The latter missionary movement is a registered NGO that provides support
with food, educational programs and healthcare to victims of Hansen’s Disease and
elephantiasis. The mission of the Gesu fil-Proxxmu : Jesus in Thy Neighbour charity is to
provide: FOOD to the hungry; WATER to the thirsty; MEDICINE to the sick; SHELTER to
the homeless; EDUCATION for all.
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Grand Commandery of the Castello [Maltese Islands]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 20,025
20 hrs

The jurisdiction supported the charity Women-in-Need with a
monetary donation of € 20,025 made to help the organization
care for women victims of Hansen’s Disease and other chronic
illnesses in India. WIN strives to reduce the stigma and improve leprosy awareness
through the use of visual material to illustrate the early stages of leprosy and help people
identify their symptoms. It further provides ulcer management for those with nonhealing ulcers triggered by the neglect of insensitive hands and feet; and organizes
regular social events and trips to combat isolation and loneliness.

Grand Bailiwick of The Netherlands
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 500
nil

The jurisdiction supported the work of the Spanish-based
voluntary organization Fontilles with a monetary donation of €
500. Fontilles, which belongs to the International Federation to
Fight Leprosy (ILEP), is currently working on projects in China,
India, Equatorial Guinea, Brazil, Costa Rica, Colombia, Nicaragua, Cuba, Uruguay and
Haiti.

Grand Priory of New Zealand
● Monetary donation made:
€ 1,492
● Volunteer hours given:
nil
The jurisdiction forwarded a donation of NZD 2,500 [eq. € 1,492]
to the Leprosy Mission in support of the work of this charity in
the Pacific Islands.
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Priory of Zimbabwe
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 328
30 hrs

The jurisdiction supported the Mutemwa Leprosy Mission in Zimbabwe, Africa through
the donation of clothing with an estimated value of USD 400 [eq. € 328]. The Mission was
established in the mid-1930s as a leprosy settlement, and currently caters for 45 patients
comprising recovering leprosy patients and physically handicapped, destitute
individuals. It is currently managed by the Franciscans fathers.

Mutemwa Leprosy Mission
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Handicapped & Sick including Palliative/Aged Care and
Medical Support
Grand Priory of America [including Delegation of Mexico]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 2,484
nil

The Commandery of the Southeast supported the Ye Notorious Krewe of the Peg Leg Pirate
Charity which aims to support amputees by providing custom-made hand cycles and
tricycles, home renovations, scholarships and numerous other ways of meeting the needs
of amputees within the state of Florida, U.S.A. and internationally. The support consisted of
a monetary donation of USD 3,000 [eq. € 2,484] collected through a fund-raising sporting
clay event held in February.

Participants in the fund-raising sporting clay event

Grand Priory of Australia
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 32,094
135 hrs

The Commandery of Australian Capital Territory supported the charity L’Arche
Genesaret (ACT) with a monetary donation of AUS$ 26,000 [eq. € 16,524] and 72
volunteer man-hours. The Commandery of Western Australia made a further donation of
AUS$ 5,000 [eq. € 3,178] and 35 volunteer hours to the charity L’Arche (W. Australia).
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L’Arche provides community accommodation and support for adults with intellectual
disabilities.
The Commandery of Queensland supported the Wedgetail Hospice with a sum of AUS$
8,000 [eq. € 5,084] and 9 volunteer hours. The charity provides hospice care for
terminally ill people in northern New South Wales. In addition, the sub-jurisdiction
provided further support with a donation of AUS$ 6,000 [eq. € 3,813] and 9 volunteer
hours to the Catholic Psychiatric Care Centre in Brisbane. This centre serves as a drop-in
mental health facility in Fortitude Valley, Brisbane.
The Commandery of Tasmania gave a donation of AUS$ 5,500 [eq. € 3,495] and 10
volunteer hours to the Gibson Ward of Calvary Health Care, a St John Hospital that
provides support for palliative care.

Grand Priory of Canada
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 80,376
2,015 hrs

The Grand Priory has generally continued its drive towards primarily supporting
palliative and hospice care initiatives.
The Commandery of Acadia
•
•

A donation of CAN$ 1,000 was made to The Greater Moncton Hospice Society
and Miramichi Hospice in New Brunswick.
Volunteer members constructed prototypes of tablets and goosenecked-floor
stands to allow patients in palliative care/hospice care to meet virtually with
their loved ones. Volunteer Hours: 24.

Goosenecked stands
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•
•

A donation of CAN$ 3,000 was made to the Fredericton Hospice to support an
initiative to organize and set up a grief center. Volunteer Hours: 40.
A donation of CAN$ 2,700 was made to the Atalanta Hospice Society to support
its initiative to build a hospice in the Cornwallis area. The Board of the Atalanta
Hospice Society have decided to amalgamate with the Fundy Hospice, paving
the way to progressing with planning and project design. In addition, six
volunteers constructed and installed the sign announcing the future site of the
Atalanta Hospice Society’s hospice. Volunteer Hours: 43.

Signpost for the Atalanta Hospice

•

•

A volunteer member heavily contributed time and energy to the
administrative and operational aspects of Fredericton Hospice setting up
policies for endowment funds and other funding campaigns to support the
Hospice programs. Volunteer hours: ~2 days per week amounting to
approximately 680 hours.
Other volunteer members and friends have been busy creating websites and
organizing fund-raising plans.

The Commandery of the Arctic
•

•
•

Two members of the jurisdiction have provided pastoral visits and comfort to
the dying on a weekly basis. Senior members also assist at the senior’s center
with meals and recreation. This work was, however, hampered by the
restrictions imposed by the Covid-19 pandemic. Volunteer Hours: Jan-March
2020: 150.
Efforts were made to promote the use of online homecare training. Volunteer
Hours: approx. 24.
Four members of the Commandery reported an additional 725 hours of
volunteer effort in 2020.
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•

The jurisdiction also continued to distribute the resource A Caregiver’s Guide
to various nursing stations and to the local health authority. Over 200 copies
were distributed. In addition, efforts were made to use the health system to
circulate the Guide during the Covid-19 shutdown and 350 copies, in four
languages, are now on their way to frontline workers for furtherance to those
in need. Volunteer Hours: approximately 60 hours in 2020. Expenditure for
postage and airfreight approximating CAN$ 600 was raised through donations.

David Connelly KLJ and Mike Kalnay KLJ, presenting copies of A Caregivers Guide and a ‘Friends of
St Lazarus’ pin to the Hon. Julie Green, Minister of Health and Social Services, Northwest
Territories, in front of the Mace at the Legislative Assembly.

Commandery of Calgary
•

•

Donations amounting to CAN$ 10,000 were made towards the Living With
Cancer Program of the Hospice Calgary; of CAN$ 5,000 to Rosedale Hospice; of
CAN$ 10,000 to the Alberta Hospice and Palliative Care Association to help
provide palliative care training and support for professionals and volunteers
working outside major centers; CAN$ 5,000 to the Father Lacombe Care
Foundation to help establish an in-house training program for professional
and volunteer palliative care workers; CAN$ 5,000 to the Friends of the Colonel
Belcher Society to help fund a long-term care facility for veterans; CAN$
2,041.91 [of a committed total of CAN$10,000] to the Rural Palliative Cancer
Support Program; and CAN$ 1,771 towards the Saint Lazarus Bears Project
supplying 161 Teddy Bears to hospices and in-home palliative patients to
bring them cheer and peace by means of a small bear to hold and hug.
In addition, 37 copies of A Caregiver’s Guide have been distributed for training
purposes or to individuals facing at home palliative caregiving.
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Commandery of British Columbia
•

A donation of CAN$1,500 was made in favour of the Victoria Hospice Society
to assist in the many palliative care initiatives of the society.

Commander and Hospitaller presenting donation to Kevin Harter representing the Victoria
Hospice Society

•

Further donations of $1,000 each were made to the Surrey Hospice, the Peace
Arch Hospice, and Langley Lodge which provide emotional, spiritual and
practical support in the face of end-of-life and bereavement challenges.

Presentation of donation to Rebecca Smith, Executive
Director, and Tom Crean, President, of the Surrey
Hospice Society

Presentation of donation to Beth Kish,
Executive Director, and Emiko Angus,
Communications Coordinator, of the Peace
Arch Hospice
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Commandery of Edmonton
•

•

Donations amounting to CAN$ 10,000 to the Alberta Hospice and Palliative
Care Association to support the Road Show, which takes teaching and learning
to caregivers around the province; and CAN$ 5,000 to the Red Deer.
The Commandery also distributed the Saint Lazarus Teddy Bears and A
Caregiver’s Guide in various hospice and palliative care centers.

Commandery of Manitoba
•

A donation of CAN$ 1,500 was made to Palliative Care Manitoba which
provides palliative education throughout the province and promotes and
advocates on palliative care issues. The donation was made to cover the fees
for volunteers to attend training courses.

Commandery of Montréal
•
•

A donation of CAN$ 2,000 was made to support the Maison Saint-Raphaël, a
new palliative care center in Montréal.
The Commandery is also embarking on a process that will lead to the adoption
of a Strategic Plan which will include a medical/palliative care aspect.
Professional resources will be sought to enlighten members as to what exactly
needs to be done and can be done by the Order as far as palliative care is
concerned.

Commandery of Newfoundland & Labrador
•

The Commandery continues to provide copies of A Caregiver’s Guide to
interested parties with the local hospital community.

Commandery of Thunder Bay
•

The Commandery seeks through its Hospitaller to develop spiritual support in
palliative care. Spiritual care has long been identified as a key component of
palliative care, but the spiritual care component is missing in much palliative
care in Canada. Pain and symptom management have been well addressed,
but expertise in spiritual care is lacking. This is crucial in the final stage of life
as individuals look for meaning in their lives.

Commandery of Toronto
•

Donations amounting to CAN$ 18,650 were made to Hospice Muskoka for
Andy’s House, the hospice residence built and operated by Hospice Muskoka
in Port Carling, Ontario; CAN$ 15,000 to the Toronto Commandery Hospice to
build a 10-bed residential hospice in Toronto; CAN$ 1,500 to the Maison
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McCulloch Hospice; CAN$ 2,500 to Hospice Palliative Care Ontario in support
of the June Callwood Circle of Outstanding Hospice Volunteers, in order to
help bestow the award to approximately 50 hospice volunteers from across
Ontario.
Commandery of Western Ontario
•
•

Donations of CAN$ 2,500 each were made to the Lazard House and Innisfree
Hospice in Cambridge and the Chapman House in Owen Sound.
The Commandery is waiting for laptops to be delivered to Lazard House and
Innes Hospices for use by palliative care patients.

Grand Bailiwick of the Czech Republic
● Monetary donation made:
€ 7,523 + unquantified goods
● Volunteer hours given:
nil
The Grand Bailiwick supported a number of hospices including:
● The Lnáře hospice with the organization of a thanksgiving service and concert –
CZK 5,325 [eq. € 209].
● The Hospice of St Lazarus Pilsen to purchase 35 Protective face masks, vouchers
for goods and drinks, provide a coffee maker and pillows – CZK 2,000 [eq. € 79].
● The Hospital of the Merciful Sisters in Prague with a donation of CZK 17,650 [eq.
€ 694] and unquantified goods including 500 pcs Protective face masks, 5 pcs
respirators, 25 pcs protective shields, medicine dispensers, and vouchers for
goods and drinks.
● The Hospice of the Archangel Raphael – Nejdek with the donation of unquantified
goods including an Alza coffee machine with coffee, drinks, biscuits and EMCO
mash, vouchers for goods, and moisturizers.
● The Hospice Athelas in Pisek supporting a promotion campaign with advertising
worth CZK 150,000 [eq. € 5,896] and CZK 4,400 [eq. € 173] for administrative
assistance.
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The Prostějov Commandery of St Jan Sarkander made a financial contribution amounting
to CZK 12,000 [eq. € 472] for the rehabilitation of clients with multiple sclerosis at the
Home of St Josef in Žíreč. This support enables them to be self-sufficient and slow down
the progression of the disease. The sub-jurisdiction also organizes the home production
of heart-shaped pillows for patients of the Archangel Rafael Hospice in Nejdek. A member
of the sub-jurisdiction also provided 150 volunteer hours of spiritual support by singing
prayers and handing out rosaries to inmates in a retirement home.
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Grand Priory of England & Wales
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 31,056
nil

The jurisdiction donated the sum of £ 20,000 [eq.
€ 23,175] to the work of the Edinburgh Medical
Missionary Society [EMMS] to support medical
electives to gain experience overseas. EMMS is a
Christian international healthcare charity that
works with partners in some of the poorest communities of the world to transform lives
through compassionate, effective and sustainable healthcare. Further monetary
donations were made towards several other organizations, including:
● £ 500 [eq. € 579] to Kidney Research U.K. which funds
research to improve the quality of life of those living with
kidney disease and, ultimately, to eradicate it altogether;
● £ 300 [eq. € 348] to DEBRA (Dystrophic Epidermolysis
Bullosa Research Association), a national charity supporting
individuals and families affected by Epidermolysis Bullosa, a
group of genetic skin conditions that cause the skin to blister and tear at the
slightest touch;
● £ 300 [eq. € 348] to CANCER FORCE in Exeter which runs a
Cancer Support and Information Centre for cancer patients and
their loved ones who need physical, emotional, psychological and
practical support;
● £ 5,702 [eq. € 6,607] to fourteen UK Hospices and three Care
Homes offering care for the elderly and palliative/end of life care.

Grand Priory of Finland
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 3,000
nil

A donation of € 3,000 was made to the Department of
Adolescent Psychiatry in Tampere University Hospital and
the Child Mental Health Association to address Covid-19
related mental health problems in children.
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Grand Priory of France including Grand Priory of Alsace, the Grand Bailiwick of
France, the Lieutenancy of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem and of Notre Dame of Mount
Carmel and the Grand Bailiwick of Boigny
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

nil
5121 hrs

Members of the Lieutenancy of Saint Lazarus supported a number of initiatives
performing voluntary work aimed at supporting the sick and the handicapped. One
physician member provided free medical consultations and care in hypnotherapy in the
hospitals in Paris and home hospitalization for terminal cancerous patients [volunteer
man-hours: 925]. Another member supported the “Institution des Invalides” and other
war-injured people associations working to create and improve their conditions [140
hours]. Support was also given to a disabled individual by a member of the Lieutenancy
on a daily basis over a period of 169 days [4056 hrs].

Grand Bailiwick of Germany [including Hereditary Commandery of Rurich]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 21,500
92 hrs

The Württemberg sub-jurisdiction together with the HDZ Foundation supported the
Frankonian Hospiz in Weinsberg, near Heilbronn, with a donation amounting to € 15,000.
This hospice provides terminal holistic care. The donation enabled the purchase of a
syringe pump, oxygen concentrators, guest beds and sleeping chairs for relatives, as well
as one electrically adjustable care chair.
The Bayern sub-jurisdiction made a donation of a number of FFP2 respirators and 5
boxes of Easter bunnies to the Bavarian Red Cross home for the disabled in Metten near
Deggendorf. A further donation in the form of a truckload of hospital material such as
beds was delivered to Romania with the support of the company Eiberweiser Mercedes
Benz from Deggendorf. These in-kind donations amounted to about € 6,500 and involved
25 volunteer hours.
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Donations made to Frankonian Hospiz in Weinsberg

Grand Priory of Greece
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 150
3 hrs

The Grand Priory of Greece supported the Charity “Social Welfare of Moshato” (in Greek
= ΦΙΛΑΝΘΡΩΠΙΚΟ ΣΩΜΑΤΕΙΟ “ΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΚΗ ΜΕΡΙΜΝΑ ΜΟΣΧΑΤΟΥ”) with the donation
of 30 litres of antiseptic worth € 150. This organization operates a Charity Home for the
Elderly with a capacity of 30 beds available to the needy and disabled.

Donation of antiseptic solution to the charity “Social Welfare of Moshato”
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Grand Priory of Hungary
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 1,370
2½ hours

The Grand Priory was proud to participate in and support the Medical Science and
Environmental Protection Award to Prof Dr Csaba András Dézsi made in Győr on the 17th
September. The award was a social recognition of the organization of the Heart Center in
Győr and the thousands of successful cardiac catheter interventions performed since its
establishment, as well as the professional acceptance and training of the next young
medical generation and the stable provision of a professional community [€ 1,370; 2½
volunteer hours].

Grand Priory of Ireland [including Hereditary Commandery of Fanad]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 19,592
nil

The jurisdiction supported the Alzheimer Society of
Ireland with a monetary donation of € 19,592 to help with
the innovative project to develop a therapeutic area for
persons with Alzheimer's and other forms of dementia in
a large walled garden on the campus of The Orchard Day Care Centre of the Alzheimer
Society of Ireland, Blackrock, County Dublin. This aims to help address the social and
psychological needs of such persons across the entire bio-psycho-social spectrum. These
needs have been identified in many studies that are comprehensively referenced in the
agreed project proposal, and the approach has been validated by evidence-based data,
which supports the physically and psychologically therapeutic effects of gardening and
horticulture, both passive and active, in terms of overall health and quality of life.

Grand Priory of the Maltese Islands
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 695
142 hrs

The sub-jurisdiction Commandery of Gozo supported the inmates housed in the Mental
Ward at the Gozo General Hospital by distributing festive cakes during Easter and
Christmas. The Gozo Mental Ward houses a number of long-term residential patients who
are often ignored and abandoned by their families. The Commandery of Gozo annually
organizes visits to these inmates, distributing seasonal cakes at Easter and Christmas.
While the personal visits were curtailed because of the Covid-19 pandemic, the cakes
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were distributed through the agency of one of the nurses working in the ward, a member
of the jurisdiction, collaborating with the Commander.

Seasonal cakes [Easter] donation

Seasonal cakes [Christmas] donation

Members of the Grand Priory also serve on the organizing committee of
UMTAL - Ghaqda Maltija Ghat-Trasport Tal-Morda F'Lourdes dedicating
a total of 122 volunteer hours. This Archdiocesan Society organizes an
annual pilgrimage to Lourdes for the sick, ensuring a safe and
comfortable experience. Relatives and other pilgrims are also welcome
to join the group. The sick are cared for by a team of doctors, nurses, carers and lay
volunteers who give up their free time and accompany the group at their own expense.
While during 2020 the event was not organized owing to travel restrictions imposed by
the Covid-19 pandemic, meetings were arranged to plan for future pilgrimages, hopefully
in 2021.

UMTAL Committee members including jurisdictional member
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Grand Commandery of the Castello [Maltese Islands]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 1,000
2 hrs

The jurisdiction donated the sum of € 1,000 to the charity
Inspire which reaches out to individuals with various
disabilities including autism, profound neurological and
learning difficulties, challenging behaviour and others, to
support them and their families. The services and disability programs offered by the
charity are provided at a highly subsidized rate or gratuitously.

Grand Bailiwick of The Netherlands
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 3,000
345 hrs

The jurisdiction has donated the sum of € 1,000 to the San Juan de Dios Hospital in
Manilla which caters for support to the elderly. In addition, the jurisdictional members
further supported activities with the elderly or individuals with special needs in The
Netherlands. A monetary donation of € 2,000 and 60 volunteer man-hours was given to
support the purchase of an ambulance to provide those in need with the opportunity to
visit relatives or to be taken out. Further volunteer man-hour contributions were made
accompanying elderly person on walks [50 man-hours], helping the elderly at end-of-life
situations [105 man-hours], and accompanying individuals with special needs on walks
and/or bicycle rides [130 man-hours].

Ambulance

Dame Ineke Koop-Pastoor with the elderly during
an outing
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Priory of North Macedonia
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

unquantified
unquantified

The jurisdiction supported a number of individuals with severe or especially severe
disabilities, as well as unaccompanied children, women, single mothers, vulnerable
categories of asylum seekers, asylum seekers with severe and particularly severe
disability, and those in need of protection against coronavirus. Examples of these
initiatives included:
1) Support given, in collaboration with the Red Cross of Skopje, to an Afghan
unaccompanied juvenile asylum seeker who had lost his right leg in a train
accident: assistance was given with interpreter services, plus the donation of
orthopaedic aids (crutches, prostheses), medicines, and physical therapy. After his
recovery, he was reunited with his family in Germany.
2) An Iraqi asylum seeker with an amputated left lower leg and right foot after a train
accident was cared for and supported through the donation of diapers, hygiene
items, several medical supplies, physical therapy assistance, crutches, orthopaedic
aids, and prostheses for the missing limbs.
3) A Pakistani asylum seeker with an amputated right leg following a train accident
was provided with medical treatment, crutches, wheelchairs, orthopaedic aids,
and further necessary therapy.
The jurisdiction also donated protective masks (KN 95), hand sanitizers, vitamins, dietary
supplements, free PCR tests, and blood tests to protect and prevent Covid-19.

Grand Bailiwick of Scotland
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 579
nil

The Grand Bailiwick provided monetary support of £ 500 [eq. € 579] to the Muirshiel
Resource Centre in Port Glasgow. This centre provides relief to local people who are in need
because of age, mental or physical disability, illness or poverty, and in particular assists in
the provision of an Elderly and Disabled Resource Centre serving the needs of such people.
The donation paid for the replacement of kitchen equipment as part of a much-needed
refurbishment.
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Grand Priory of Slovakia
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 23,326
416 hrs

The jurisdiction supported the St-Lazarus House – BENETRIX Martin-Priekopa in
Slovakia with a monetary donation of € 23,326 and 416 voluntary hours. The St-Lazarus
House serves as a retirement home offering long-term residence for those who wish to
spend their senior years actively in the company of other similarly aged people. It
provides a home-like environment and creates a spirit of security, comfort and mutual
understanding through an individual approach to each and every client.

St-Lazarus House – BENETRIX Martin-Priekopa in Slovakia

Grand Bailiwick of South Africa
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 2,518
8 hrs

In partnership with Rotary Club Kirstenbosch, the
jurisdiction supported the iKhaya Loxolo Lase Shelter
with a monetary and in-kind donation of protective
personal equipment [PPE], sanitizers, cleaning concentrate, food and essential healthcare
consumables amounting to R 40,000 [eq. € 2,238]; it also provided funds for the purchase
of paint in conformity with the Health Authority’s sanitary requirements [R 5,000 eq. €
280]. The shelter is pivotal for over 100 mostly terminally ill people from some of the
poorest of the poor communities in the crime infested, largely unemployed shanty town
areas of the Cape Flats. These elderly citizens are housed and fed, protected, their
medication and medical care given, and treated with all the respect due to an elder, so that
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they may live out the last of their days in dignity. The environment outside this shelter is
hostile.

Handover of some of the vital PPE equipment for the Home

Grand Bailiwick of Switzerland
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 1,860
nil

The jurisdiction supported the work of the Zürcher
Lighthouse Palliative Care in Zurich, Switzerland with
a monetary donation of CHF 2000 [eq. € 1,860]. The
Zürcher Lighthouse offers terminally ill and dying people over 25 years old a peaceful
place to be, with a high quality of life. An interdisciplinary team guarantees not only
holistic care and assistance but also a last home.

Zürcher Lighthouse Palliative Care
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Priory of Zimbabwe
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 466
121 hrs

The jurisdiction supported the Zimbabwe Age Concern [ZANE] by the
donation of clothing with an estimated value of USD 300 [eq. € 250].
ZANE supports elderly people in Zimbabwe who have been very badly
impacted by the economic turmoil of the last 10 years. Many of these
elderly people have lost their pensions and their medical aid schemes.
Many have been abandoned by their children who have left for greener economic
pastures. ZANE helps by paying the individual’s rent directly to the home. ZANE also
assists the homes with some donated food, and individuals with emergency medical help.
In addition, the jurisdiction further contributed to the work of the
B.S. Leon Trust, Harare through the monetary donation of USD 130
[eq. € 108] and a donation of books worth about USD 130 [eq. €
108]. B.S. Leon offers residential support, nursing care and, most
importantly, love to the elderly and infirm members of our society

B.S. Leon Trust Residential Community
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International Grand Bailiwick
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 750
400 hrs

The jurisdiction undertook to organize social activities for elderly persons [80+ years] in
Italy and The Netherlands. This included outings to museums and a weekly provision of
meals .

Humanitarian Grand Priory Europe [GPEU]
● Monetary donation made:
€ 420
● Volunteer hours given:
4 hrs
The hospitaller activities of the Humanitarian Grand Priory Europe [GPEU] are mainly
carried out through the activities of its Lazarus relief organizations in Germany and
Poland [these are described separately]. It does, however, also have its own separate
projects. The “Socks for homeless” Project involved the donation of 80 pairs of handknitted socks and other dress items (hats & scarves) to the association Armut und
Gesundheit in Deutschland e.V. for distribution to homeless people. The items were
knitted by the handicraft group of the Protestant Community of Alzey and the Alzey
‘Knitting-Café’. This in-kind donation amounted to an equivalent value of € 420.

Donation of knitted items to the association Armut und Gesundheit in Deutschland e.V.
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Care of Children and Families
Grand Priory of America [including Delegation of Mexico]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 19,761
nil

The Grand Commandery of the South supported the Seashore Highlands Retirement
Community with a monetary donation of USD 1,602 [eq. € 1,332]. This organization is
part of the Mississippi Methodist Senior Service program which provides a living
community for seniors to enhance their quality of life. This grant was used to purchase
computer tablets for seniors to explore the internet and improve wellness through
games, audio books, etc. With Covid restrictions in place, seniors can also use the tablets
to have video chats with physicians, counsellors, therapists, and family members. The
tablets are preloaded with various types of content designed for senior use. It is expected
that they will continue a healthy lifestyle with physical, mental and spiritual assistance.
The jurisdiction further supported the Arkansas Single Parent Scholarship Fund-Logan
County with a monetary donation of USD 1,250 [eq. € 1,039]. This scholarship fund
empowers impoverished single-parent students of Logan County on the path toward
education. It provides financial support to students to allow them to stay in school. and
developmental programs to help prepare them for professional roles after graduation
and to manage their new lives. Logan county is a small rural county in the state. Since its
inception the Fund has assisted 420 students.

Spring graduation class - Award presentation to a graduate

The Commandery of the Midwest supported the FOOD FOR KIDS Program in Paris, Illinois
with a monetary donation of USD 2,000 [eq. € 1,656]. The program provides nonperishable and child friendly food on the weekends for elementary school children who
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qualify and might otherwise go hungry. It also provided support through a monetary
donation of USD 1,000 [eq. € 828] to the TREE HOUSE Project that is committed to
providing victims and survivors of sexual and physical abuse with the best possible
service and dedication. The money targeted a new program, SLAYING DRAGONS, which
focuses on improving anger management skills in children and adolescents who have
experienced Domestic Violence and/or have been identified with tantrums, meltdowns,
anxiety, ADHD, and anger issues. A further monetary donation of USD 1,000 [eq. € 828]
was made to the WOMEN’S CARE CENTRE that aims to help pregnant women in the
community to choose life for their babies, offering education classes and counselling so
that women can become better parents and create more nurturing and self-sufficient
families. It also provides diapers, baby laundry detergent, clothing, blankets, nursing
pads, bathing tubs as well as furniture for the infants.

Dame Betty Paps and Kurt Speece,
President of Food for Kids

Victoria Girolamo, Director of
Women's Care Centre and Dr
Donald Ross, KLJ

Ismael Chartier, Executive Director of
Tree House and Betty Paps DLJ

The Commandery of the Southwest supported the Children’s Transplant Initiative in
Temple, Texas, U.S.A. with a monetary donation of USD 15,000 [eq. € 12,422]. This
organization is one of the few specifically focused on
children needing transplants, and assists families with
children as young as 6 months awaiting transplants at
the Medical Centre in Houston. CTI provides free
accommodation and financial support via apartments
near the Medical Centre. Similarly, the Commandery
provided support to Nora’s Home – the Children’s
Transplant Initiative in Houston – with a monetary
donation of USD 2,000 [eq. € 1,656]. The home caters
for patients in need of life-saving transplant surgery
providing transplant patients and their families an
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affordable place to stay where they can find support and share their experiences with
others in the comfort of a home-like environment.

Grand Priory of Australia
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 20,338
127 hrs

The Commandery of New South Wales donated the sum of AUS$ 16,000 [eq. € 10,169]
and 62 volunteer man-hours to the charity KIDS FIRST which supports children suffering
from cancer.
The Commandery of Western Australia supported the charity WA Mum’s Cottage with a
monetary donation of AUS$ 5,000 [eq. € 3,178] and 35 volunteer hours. WA Mum’s
Cottage is a non-residential organization that helps needy mothers and their young
children with clothing, toiletries, food and other creature comforts.
The Commandery of Queensland made a donation of AUS$ 6,000 [eq. € 3,813] and 9
volunteer hours to the charity SECOND CHANCE which helps homeless women and
children.
The Commandery of South Australia donated the sum of AUS$ 5,000 [eq. € 3,178] and 21
volunteer hours to help supply backpacks for children in need in the local community.

Grand Bailiwick of Austria
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 3,850
350 hrs

The Commandery of Saint Rupert and the Lazarus Volunteers Salzburg contributed the
sum of € 3,850 to support philanthropic initiatives in respect of the care of children and
families in the Federal State of Salzburg.

Hereditary Commandery of Sighartstein [Austria]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 4,000
nil

The jurisdiction has undertaken to support the non-profit organization "Help Godenu"
which advocates education and health as well as the peaceful coexistence of religions in
the Kingdom of Gbi-Godenu in Ghana. This support included monetary donations
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amounting to € 4,000 to help maintain school buildings as well as purchasing educational
materials for the children attending the school.

Gbi-Godenu – School children

Grand Priory of Canada
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 2,721
nil

The Commandery of Ottawa, on July 24, presented a cheque amounting to CAN$ 1,000 [eq.
€ 680] on behalf of the Order to the Canuck Place Children’s Hospice in Vancouver’s
Shaughnessy district. The Hospice provides support to terminally ill children, teenagers
and their families.

Members of the Ottawa Commandery with Luigi Ronchi, the Hospice’s Corporate and Community Partnerships
Coordinator
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The Commandery of Montreal made a further donation of CAN$3,000 [eq. € 2,041] to the
charity Le Phare, enfants et familles – a palliative care center for children below the age of
18 in Montréal.
Grand Bailiwick of the Czech Republic
● Monetary donation made:
€ 786 + unquantified goods
● Volunteer hours given:
unquantified
The Grand Bailiwick supported the children’s orphanage home Markéta, o. p. s. with a
financial donation of CZK 20,000 [eq. € 786].
The Pilsen Commandery bl. Gerarda provided an unquantified number of children’s
magazines and art supplies, plus cakes for children.
The Prostějov Commandery of St Jan Sarkander undertook the provision of educational
work with neglected children in Solid Rock Club.
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Grand Priory of England & Wales
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 927
nil

The jurisdiction supported the KIDS for KIDS Project with a
monetary donation of £ 500 [eq. € 579] to help and support
children, their families and communities in the Darfur
region of Sudan; and a further £ 300 [eq. € 348] was donated to the project JEREMIAH’S
JOURNEY, a Plymouth-based charity that provides free support to children, young people
and their parents/carers who have experienced, or are about to experience, the death of
someone close to them.

Grand Priory of France including Grand Priory of Alsace, the Grand Bailiwick of
France, the Lieutenancy of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem and of Notre Dame of Mount
Carmel and the Grand Bailiwick of Boigny
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 3,000
nil

The members of the Commandery of Corsica of the Grand Priory of France participated
in the annual fruit harvests, collecting nearly € 3,000 that were donated to local churches
to help children in need.

Grand Priory of Finland
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 19,700
nil

Gift vouchers amounting to € 50 – 100 in value were donated before Christmas to about
300 needy families with small children. The initiative was supported by the jurisdiction’s
traditional “Christmas coin” project. The recipients of the vouchers were chosen by two
church denominations – the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Finland and the Orthodox
Church of Finland (Constantinople Patriarchate). In addition, the project supported the
children’s music academy tuition fees.
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Grand Bailiwick of Germany [including Hereditary Commandery of Rurich]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 149,617
18 hrs

The Berlin-Brandenburg sub-jurisdiction
made a donation of € 4,000 and 18
volunteer hours to the ‘Christian Children
and Youth Welfare Organization Arche’ in
Berlin to provide support for needy
children.
Donation made to the Christian Children and
Youth Welfare Organization Arche

The HDZ Foundation supported a number of
initiatives related to supporting charities
and projects directed at children and families. These included:
•

•

•

•

A monetary donation of € 4,118 to the charity ‘Help for Sick Children’s Hearts’
in Hanover, Germany, and € 5,000 to the campaign ‘A matter of the heart’,
providing aid to children in southwest Germany. In addition, the sum of
€ 30,060 was made to help with the refurbishment of the educational center
in Romania and € 22,418 to support the Lviv Vocational School in Ukraine.
A further donation of € 15,000 was made to cover the surgical costs of treating
Bolivian children born with cleft lips and palate; while another donation of
€ 27,700 was made to support the Children’s home in Can Gio, Vietnam.
In Africa, the HDZ Foundation supported the development of a cistern and
sports field complex at the Primary School in Tsihombe, Madagascar [€ 9,120],
the construction of the Tokuma School playground in Ethiopia [€ 10,199], and
to support the work of the Child Protection Center in Togo [€ 9,230].
The sum of € 16,772 was contributed towards improving the infrastructure of
the Evrim Refugee Schools in Istanbul, Turkey. This “School education for
refugee children” project, managed in partnership with the Salesians of Don
Bosco, finances school attendance for refugee children for two full years.
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Child in Children's home in Can Gio, Vietnam

Evrim Refugee Schools in Istanbul

Grand Priory of Greece
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 300
3 hrs

The jurisdiction supported the “Special National Nursery” Charity Foundation (in Greek
= ΠΡΟΤΥΠΟ ΕΘΝΙΚΟ ΝΗΠΙΟΤΡΟΦΕΙΟ) with a donation of 4 cartons of clothes and toys
for children, worth € 300 euros. The foundation supports infants between 2½ to 5½ years
of age who have various problems in their home environment.
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Grand Priory of Hungary
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 500
0.5 hrs

The Grand Priory donated an ozone disinfection device costing € 500 to the Bársony
János úti Kindergarten at Miskolc, ensuring that the health of more than 200 children
would be protected during the Covid-19 pandemic.
Grand Priory of Ireland [including Hereditary Commandery of Fanad]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 10,776
nil

The jurisdiction supported the project Ballet Ireland with a
monetary donation amounting to € 10,776 with the aim of
extending the school-based dance program which is currently
provided in seven primary schools in disadvantaged areas in
Dublin.

Primary school children participating in ballet classes

Grand Priory of Italy
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€0
700 hrs

Grand Priory members have continued to support the ‘Clown Therapy’ project aimed at
ameliorating the mental state of children admitted to hospital. A total of 700 volunteer
man-hours were devoted to this project.
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Members participating in the Clown Therapy Project

Priory of Liechtenstein
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 17,388
4,380 hrs

The jurisdiction supported the charity ‘Lazarus Gemeinschaft Liechtenstein’ [Lazarus
Community Liechtenstein] with a monetary donation amounting to CHF 19,230 [eq.
€ 17,388 ] and 4,380 volunteer man-hours. The Lazarus Gemeinschaft Liechtenstein is
the sponsoring association behind the helpline for children and young people in
Liechtenstein providing a 24x7 telephone assistance service by trained voluntary
professionals. Founded in June 1988, it has been a registered non-profit organization
since 1990.

Grand Priory of the Maltese Islands
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 1,970
100 hrs

The jurisdiction supported the charity Dar Frate Jacoba Franciscan community at
Marsascala, Malta with a monetary donation amounting to € 1,770 through the
organization of two fund-raising activities that included the Annual General Meeting of
the Grand Priory and a Summer Barbecue with a historical quiz. This community is the
center of Youth Alive Foundation, where it gives shelter to homeless youths who find
themselves on the edge of society. The aim of the Foundation is to offer hospitality to
young people and those of other ages, from any social environment, who are ready to
integrate with the community found at Dar Frate Jacoba by sharing a common life with it,
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including work. The concept of permaculture is considered the one best able to create the
environment in which the principal aims of the Foundation are achieved. This, in
accordance with the ethos of the community, will be of benefit to it and all those who have
a direct experience of it, and also implements a mentality in favour of the environment
and the sustainable use of its resources.

Annual General Meeting & Lunch at Dar Frate Jakoba
before Covid-19 restrictions

Summer Barbecue & Quiz event at Dar Frate
Jakoba with Covid-19 social distancing

In addition, the Grand Priory also supported the Arnaud Guesry Foundation in
Madagascar with a monetary donation of € 200. This is a non-profit organization that
aims to provide a home for children orphaned, abandoned, neglected or abused. The
Foundation, which has international support, works in Diego Suarez in the northern
region of Diana, Madagascar where there is regional inequality and a high incidence of
child abuse. Diego Suarez has been identified as an area in which sex tourism is a serious
problem and children extricated from the sex industry need space in government
facilities, which means that younger, abandoned, orphaned and abused children are given
less space in these facilities.

Children and volunteers at The Arnaud Guesry Foundation [before Covid-19]
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Grand Commandery of the Castello [Maltese Islands]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 530
nil

The jurisdiction donated the sum of € 530 to CHETNA through
the agency of Women-in-Need. CHETNA recognizes the health,
nutrition and other developmental needs of children, young
people and women at the critical stages of life, viz. children (0-10
years), adolescents and young people (11-24 years), and women (+25 years). CHETNA
believes that women’s empowerment is a process of reflection and action aimed at raising
self-esteem, confidence and consciousness, enabling them to access their entitlements
and to improve their health and quality of life.

Grand Bailiwick of The Netherlands
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 1,500
12 hrs

The jurisdiction donated the sum of € 1,200 and 12
volunteer man-hours towards providing fruit three times
a week to a school catering for underprivileged children.
In addition, the sum of € 300 was made available to rent a
‘bouncy castle’ for a school party.
Fr van William van Dijck and Bailiff Herma Wijers

Grand Priory of New Zealand
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 1,194
nil

The jurisdiction supported the charity with a donation of
NZD 2,000 [eq. € 1,194] to enable it to purchase a
defibrillator. Embracing Hearts is a Wellington based
charity that seeks to place defibrillators into schools to
provide support for those children with congenital cardiac
disease. The charity is partnered with the Wellington Free
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Ambulance and seeks to provide emergency assistance for
children born with congenital cardiac disease.

Grand Priory of Portugal (includes Hereditary Commandery of Sande)
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 1,500
500 hrs

The Grand Priory supported the Paranhos Parish Church project aimed at collecting and
distributing used toys, restored by students from the diversified robotics nucleus of the
University of Aveiro, to children in need. This in-kind donation of the toys amounted to
about € 1,500 in value while the distribution required 500 volunteer man-hours.

Grand Priory members distributing toys

Grand Bailiwick of Scotland
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 348
nil

The Grand Bailiwick has during 2020 supported the organization Cumbernauld and
Kilsyth Carers with a monetary donation of GBP 300 [eq. € 348]. This Scottish
organization gives practical support to local families in need by providing clothing for
children of all ages. They run a Baby Bank and a School Clothing Bank. There has been a
huge increase in need over the last year, especially for warm outdoor clothing.
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Grand Priory of Slovakia
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 44,000
970 hrs

The jurisdiction provided a significant number of English Language Schoolbooks with CDROMs published by Bridge Publishing House in Prague to the Christian´s Primer School
and High School and the Greek Catholic Charity and Patronage of the St-Lazarus House at
Košice in Slovakia. The donation amounted to a total in-kind value of € 44,000 and 970
volunteer man-hours.

English Language Schoolbook with CD-ROM

Grand Bailiwick of South Africa
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 8,311
65 hrs

The jurisdiction has undertaken to support the Christine Revell Children’s Home and the
Holy Cross Children’s Home in Western Cape, South Africa with the donation of goods,
food items, and sanitary consumables to the overall value of R 64,472 [eq. € 3,607] and a
total of about 38 volunteer hours. The Christine Revell Children’s Home provides fulltime care for up to 49 babies and children from birth to five years of age who have been
referred by social workers and placed here by order of a children’s court. The children
are neglected, abandoned, abused, or orphaned, and are accepted at the home
irrespective of HIV status, race, or gender. The Holy
Cross Children’s Home offers children a haven after
they are removed from their homes for various reasons
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which infringe the child's rights. Today the center cares for and houses
115 boys and girls between the ages of 18 months to 18 years. Each child
is provided with complete health care, clothed and fed, given life skills,
counselling and spiritual guidance, and given an education.

Disposable nappies and paediatric-suited PPEs donated to Christine Revell Children’s Home.

Some of the boxes and bags of clothing donated to Holy Cross Children’s Home.

Further donations of winter blankets, toiletries and sanitary products
with a value of R 18,000 [eq. € 1,007] were made to Sisters Incorporated
which aims to help women, teenagers and children in crisis heal
physically, emotionally and spiritually. The organization offers
accommodation, counselling and assistance, skills training and a safe
haven.
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Donated winter blankets

The jurisdiction has also donated goods in-kind in the form of wool to the value of R
10,000 [eq. € 560] to a social group of knitters – BUSY BEES – who make baby garments,
comforters, baby blankets and other items. The jurisdiction supplies the wool and takes
the finished items to a Methodist Outreach Program that assists young women (mostly
teenagers) from impoverished backgrounds through the first days after their childbirth
experience, sending them off with basic skills and baby clothing.

Donated wool and end baby clothes give severely disadvantaged teenage mothers a fresh start

A member of the jurisdiction has undertaken to support an otherwise destitute family of
five with food and healthcare products, clothing, bedding, PPE masks and sanitizers,
accommodation, electricity and water costs throughout the pandemic. The sole
breadwinner had been retrenched and their shelter lost in a gang-related incident. The
monetary value of this support amounts to about R 56,000 [eq. € 3,137].
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Community where the supported family is living

Grand Priory of Sweden [including Delegation of Denmark]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 8,000
60 hrs

● The jurisdiction undertook to collect and distribute 800 Christmas presents to
underprivileged children. The estimated cost per present was € 10, totalling € 8,000
and 60 volunteer man-hours.
Grand Bailiwick of Switzerland
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 930
nil

The jurisdiction supported the work of the Caritas Baby
Hospital in Bethlehem, Palestine with a monetary donation of
CHF 1000 [eq. € 930]. The Caritas Baby Hospital was set up in
1952 by the Swiss priest Father Ernst Schnydrig, a Palestinian
physician Dr Antoine Dabdoub and a Swiss nurse Hedwig Vetter. Their promise, "We are
there!”, motivates and inspires the supporters of Children’s Relief Bethlehem even today.
Today still, the needy receive treatment free of charge. Despite wars, occupations and
shifts in the balance of power, the doors of Caritas Baby Hospital have remained open to
all throughout the years.
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Caritas Baby Hospital in Bethlehem, Palestine and staff nurse with child

Humanitarian Grand Priory Europe [GPEU]
● Monetary donation made:
€ 400
● Volunteer hours given:
4 hrs
The hospital activities supported directly by the Humanitarian Grand Priory Europe
[GPEU] included financial support given to a family-in-need, one member of which, Ella,
suffers from a very rare genetic defect caused by a mutation in the KAT6A gene resulting
in extensive developmental retardation or intellectual disability. A donation of € 400 was
made available through the initiative of Dirk Augustin OLJ who donated his fee for leading
workshops on ethics several times a year for the Institute & Academy Internal Auditing
in Austria (IIA Austria). In addition, 4 volunteer man-hours hours were required.
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International Activities – Support towards Missionary work
Grand Priory of America [including Delegation of Mexico]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 41,406
nil

The Commandery of the Southeast supported the Infant Welfare Centre in Jerusalem,
Israel with a monetary donation of USD 50,000 [eq. € 41,406]. The Infant Welfare Centre
was established as a health centre in 1950 by the Greek Catholic Annunciation Society
under the umbrella of the Greek Melkite Catholic Patriarchate, in the wake of the 1948
war to cater to the health needs of Palestinians displaced from their homes who moved
to live in or close to the Old City of Jerusalem. The overall goal is to improve and expand
opportunities for women, children and families in Jerusalem. The Centre achieves this by
maintaining the nursery, kindergarten and educational programs targeting mothers and
teenagers, thus empowering these vulnerable groups and at the same time promoting
inter-religious dialogues and cooperation among Christians and Muslims in the Old City
and adjacent neighbourhoods. The Centre supports at least 50 women daily, provides
three daily meals for 55 children per year, remedial education for over 300 teenagers,
and 15 daily meals to senior citizens who are too poor or too weak to cook a hot meal for
themselves.

Children at the Infant Welfare Centre in Jerusalem
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Grand Priory of Australia
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 20,973
83 hrs

The Commandery of Victoria, through the Anglican Overseas Aid charity, supported The
Spafford Centre, Jerusalem with a monetary donation of AUS$ 17,000 [eq. € 10,804] and
21 volunteer man-hours. The Spafford Centre provides for young children in East
Jerusalem and the West Bank affected by conflict, specifically support related to speech
therapy.
The Commandery of New South Wales supported St George’s Hospital, Beirut, Lebanon
with a monetary donation of AUS$ 16,000 [eq. € 10,169] and 62 volunteer man-hours to
help rebuild the hospital which was badly damaged in the tragic waterfront blast on 4th
August 2020. The funds were obtained through a fund-raising breakfast activity and
other donations.

NSW Commandery Secretary Mrs
Bernadette Azizi CLJ addressing the Fundraising Breakfast

Left to right – NSW Commandery Assistant Almoner, Mrs
Hilda De Luca CLJ, Mrs Bernadetta Azizi CLJ, Mrs Pauline
Dowling, Commandery President, Chev. Martin Dowling
KLJ
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Grand Bailiwick of Austria
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 2,000
520 hrs

The jurisdiction donated the sum of € 2,000 to the organization
CHRISTEN IN NOT [Christians in Need) with the aim of helping
persecuted Christians in Syria. The organization believes in a
world where freedom of religion is respected everywhere, and
supports individuals or communities persecuted for the sake of
their faith.

Grand Bailiwick of the Czech Republic
● Monetary donation made:
€ 40,654
● Volunteer hours given:
nil
The Grand Bailiwick supported a number of initiatives targeting international communities
in need with a monetary donation of CZK 27,00 [eq. € 1,061]. In the Middle East – Syria and
Lebanon – it initiated and participated in the international development aid of the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic (Prague) providing assistance to Melkite Christians.
It also supported the Project "Adoption of the Heart" of the Orphanage of St Paul, St Tekly,
vol. Panthaleona providing sponsorship of twenty schoolchildren by Czech families. Similar
support was given to orphans in Syria, while humanitarian aid was sent to Beirut. Further
support of US$ 20,000 [eq. € 16,415] was given to the Melkite Patriarchate in the area of
Maalloula, about 55 km northeast of Damascus. This aid addressed the restoration of
Christian symbols destroyed or damaged by the rockets of Islamists at the Monastery of St
Tekla and St Sergius and Bachus in Maalloula, the restoration of the Aramaic Institute in
Maalloula, badly damaged by Islamists, and the retrofitting and operation of the Home for
disabled seniors, and orphanages in Sv. Paul, Sv. Tekly and Sv. Panthaleona. A scheme for
the distance adoption of Syrian orphans by Czech families necessitated a contribution of
CZK 531,350 [eq. € 20,884]. The jurisdiction further supported a collection to help
Christians in Nagorno-Karabakh in Armenia with a donation of CZK 58,356 [eq. € 2,294].
Grand Priory of England & Wales
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 26,235
nil

The Grand Priory donated the sum of £ 16,000 [eq. € 18,615] to the Pontifical Foundation
of the Catholic Church AID TO THE CHURCH IN NEED (ACN), which works to support the
Catholic faithful and other Christians where they are persecuted, oppressed or in pastoral
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need. The donation was made in support of the Christian
community in Beirut following the explosion in August 2020,
which devastated the port area, including one of the Christian
quarters. In addition, the jurisdiction supported the SAMBURU
TRUST in Kenya with the total sum of £ 3,550 [eq. € 4,130] to help purchase medical
supplies, support telemedicine, and in response to an appeal for funds for an emergency
procedure on a handicapped individual. The SAMBURU TRUST aims
to protect and secure the future of the Samburu people and their land
through education, conservation, healthcare, water supply, women’s
opportunities and eco-tourism. The jurisdiction also donated the sum
of £ 3,000 [eq. € 3,490] to STEP U.K. with the aim of supporting the Kurdish Syrian
refugees in the border region of Turkey and Iran.

Confrère Dr Daniel Morris CLJ, CMLJ, treating a patient in a field hospital in Samburu, Kenya

Kurdish refugees on the Iran-Turkish border
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Grand Priory of Finland
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 1,000
nil

The jurisdiction contributed the sum of € 1,000 to support the St Lazarus Grand
Hospitaller Flagship Project.

Grand Priory of France including Grand Priory of Alsace, the Grand Bailiwick of
France, the Lieutenancy of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem and of Notre Dame of Mount
Carmel and the Grand Bailiwick of Boigny
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 54,411
674 hrs

The Grand Bailiwick of France undertook a number of initiatives towards supporting the
underprivileged and needy overseas. Support was given to various institutions in the
African continent including:
● The donation of ophthalmic equipment and 10 hospital beds to the Centre
Hospitalier Universitaire Abomey-Calavi Sô/Ava, Benin – € 29,000 with 350
volunteer hours to transport the equipment;
● Support for the education of 30 refugee children housed with the Sœurs de la
Providence, Tougouri, Burkina-Fasso – € 1,550;
● Support for the children's canteen in the home of the Congrégation des Sœurs de
la Providence, Firanantsoa, Madagascar – € 2,200;
● Support for the nursery school of the Compagnie des Filles de la Charité,
Nouakchott, Mauritania – 190 volunteer hours.
Further support was given to help repair the glazing and aluminium joinery of the Ecole
La Providence in Beirut – € 11,500.
The Grand Bailiwick of Boigny supported the Monastario Béata Maria FONS PACIS in
Syria for the purpose of providing solar panel electricity at zero cost for various
departments in the Talkalakh hospital. The project’s estimated cost was US$ 113,000.
During 2020, the Grand Bailiwick provided € 9,000 and 5 volunteer man-hours for this
project.
A member representing the Lieutenancy in Kourou (French Guiana, S. America) provides
support to the Légion Etrangère in Kourou by helping to maintain the cemetery and
supporting the Mass service [117 hours], and giving help to disabled people [10 hrs]. He
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donated candles and a Christmas crib to the 3e R.E.I.’s (Régiment Etranger d’Infanterie)
chapel in Kourou [€ 321], gave funds and furniture for the homeless [€ 300], and helped
fund a funeral marble plaque [€ 95]. In addition, he also supported charitable initiatives
in Ghana and Moheli, Comores Islands off Africa [€ 300], besides supporting the
initiatives of the Grand Priory and Lieutenancy [€ 145].

Grand Bailiwick of Germany [including Hereditary Commandery of Rurich]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 339,470
nil

Through the work carried out by the HDZ, the jurisdiction contributed towards the
following projects supporting missionary charities:
● The HDZ supported the OHCP dental and Covid-19 prophylaxis project in Buenos
Aires, Argentina, by a donation of € 15,000 and donations in-goods amounting to
€ 46,973. Further in-kind donations equivalent to € 5,013 were made to Medellin
in Colombia. The HDZ also financed the setting up of an outpatient clinic in
Carrefour, Haiti with a donation of €19,502 to cover the needed items and the cost
of transport.

Dental services in Argentina

Covid-19 prophylaxis in Argentina

● In Madagascar, the HDZ donated the sum of € 15,150 to the TBC Center in
Artisanal and € 7,021 to dental stations in Ambilobe and Ambanja. Further
donations amounting to € 1,483 were made for dental use by Planet AktionHelfende Dinge e.V. The foundation also supported the Uganda dental station with
the sum of € 14,353 and the Tooth Mobile Clinic in Eritrea with a further € 55,059.
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In addition, Covid-19 food emergency aid and medical supplies were provided for
a school in Nsukka, Nigeria [€ 8,500] and the St Mulumba Hospital, Thika in Kenya
[€ 30,070].
● The HDZ Foundation provided dental aid support to GDCI in India with a donation
amounting to € 7,422 and a further € 24,492 was donated to support the
Timosgam dental station in Ladakh and other dental missions in India. In the
Philippines, the sum of € 11,530 was provided as a 2nd instalment for the
Prophylaxis program OHCP III.
● Other HDZ projects on the Asian continent included support given to a Teaching
Restaurant in Saigon [€ 40,578], the provision of a water filter system for a
gastronomy school in China [€ 14,460] and the construction of water tanks for a
school on the Solomon Islands [€ 22,864].

Teaching Restaurant in Saigon

Grand Priory of Hungary
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

nil
21 hours

The Grand Priory of Hungary helped organize an exhibition of photographs [requiring 21
volunteer man-hours] taken by Dr Sándor Pellek showing the dire straits of the
communities in Afghanistan.
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Priory of Liechtenstein
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

nil
2,500 hrs

The jurisdiction supported the Trivandrum Social Service Society – TSSS with its project
‘Duales Berufsbildungssystem’ [Dual Vocational Training System] in Kerala, India with
2,500 volunteer man-hours. The project, initiated in February 2019, has now become
fully operational, providing opportunities for poor young people to obtain vocational
training in the professions that India needs to build homes: bricklayers, electricians,
carpenters and plumbers.

Grand Priory of the Maltese Islands
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 2,340
nil

The jurisdiction supported, with a monetary donation of € 1,000 each, the charity Aid to
the Church in Need [Malta] and the Melkite Patriarchate Community in Beirut in their
efforts to rebuild their communities in Lebanon after the disastrous explosion there.

Catholic Church destroyed in Beirut

Communities destroyed following Beirut explosion

The jurisdiction further contributed the sum of € 340 to support the St Lazarus Grand
Hospitaller Flagship Project.
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Grand Commandery of the Castello [Maltese Islands]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 500
nil

The jurisdiction contributed the sum of € 500 to support the St Lazarus Grand Hospitaller
Flagship Project.

Grand Priory of New Zealand
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 597
nil

The Grand Priory donated the sum of NZD 1,000 [eq. € 597] to a charitable fund that
arranges for the transport of used hospital equipment to Sri Lanka. This year the funding
was dedicated to the shipment of hospital beds.

Hospital beds transported to Sri Lanka
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Grand Bailiwick of Scotland
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 579
nil

The jurisdiction has supported the Zimbabwean Friends of the Murambinda Hospital with
a monetary donation of GPB 500 [eq. € 579].
This UK-based group seeks to provide
continuing financial support for Murambinda
Hospital in a rural area of Zimbabwe. OSL
Scotland has contributed to specific aspects
of need within the hospital over a number of
years. This year the contribution targeted the
refurbishment and extension of maternity
care services.
Murambinda Hospital in rural Zimbabwe

Humanitarian Grand Priory Europe [GPEU]
● Monetary donation made:
€ 602 – excludes unquantified in-kind donations
● Volunteer hours given:
32 hrs
The direct charitable activities of the Humanitarian Grand Priory Europe [GPEU]
jurisdiction included support for the Ukraine aid “cura hominum e.V.” to organize the
collection and transport of relief supplies amounting to 4.5 m³ of aid (unquantified value)
targeting the poor, homeless & vulnerable in Ukraine. In addition to clothing and bed
linen, a nursing home bed, two toilet chairs, a shower chair, a stroller, a wheelchair, a
sewing machine and incontinence material were loaded. The delivery was handed over
to the Ukraine campus "cura hominium e.V" in the interim storage facility in Bernau near
Berlin. The transport costs amounted to € 402 and required 30 volunteer man-hours. In
addition, the sum of € 200 and two volunteer man-hours went to support the Lazarus
projects in Syria.

Delivery of aid items to Bernau
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Food Campaigns and Support for the Poor, Homeless and
Vulnerable
Grand Priory of America [including Delegation of Mexico]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 5,814
nil

The Grand Commandery of the South supported the organization Hogs Rescue with a
monetary donation of USD 5,000 [eq. € 4,158]. This organization’s purpose is to feed first
responders in the wake of natural disasters along the Gulf Coast, such as hurricanes and
floods. During the Covid-19 pandemic crisis, the organization assumed the obligation of
feeding the staff of West Jefferson General Hospital (a major hospital in New Orleans) and
plans to expand to other hospitals as funds permit. All the people involved in operating this
program are volunteers. Our grant was used to purchase food and supplies.
The Imperial Calcasieu Delegation gave a monetary donation of USD 1,000 [eq. € 828] to
the charity OASIS whose mission is to create social change through empowerment and
support for victims of domestic violence and sexual assault, to provide a safe shelter for
men, women and children, and to facilitate community education.
The Commandery of the Midwest gave a monetary donation of USD 1,000 [eq. € 828] to the
WALWORTH COUNTY FOOD BANK which serves 500 families each month, providing basic
necessities and a diaper service for the young and the old, many of whom, being seniors,
are afraid to come out during the pandemic.

Dame Betty Paps and Susan Hughes, Manager of the Food Bank
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Grand Priory of Australia
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 51,797
198 hrs

The Commandery of Victoria made a number of donations amounting to € 24,469 and 83
volunteer man-hours to various charities with the aim of supporting the poor, homeless
and vulnerable in society. These included:
● St Mary’s House of
Welcome

A not-for-profit open access centre in the
heart of Melbourne providing basic essential
services to people who are homeless and
experiencing poverty, persistent mental
health issues and those who are extremely
isolated and socially marginalized.

AUS$ 5,000 | 21 hours

● The Wellington
Centre

A drop-in centre to support socially isolated
people in Collingwood and the surrounding
Melbourne suburbs.

AUS$ 12,500 | 21 hours

● Green Cross Project
(Victoria) Inc.

Manages mobile clinics (refurbished buses)
that provide outreach and medical services to
disadvantaged areas of Melbourne’s northern
and western suburbs.

AUS$ 5,000 | 21 hours

● Anglicare - Victoria

Provides support for the vulnerable, homeless
and marginalized in the Victoria community.

AUS$ 16,000 | 20 hours

The Commandery of South Australia made a further monetary donation of AUS$ 5,000
[eq. € 3,178] and 21 volunteer hours to Anglicare (S. Australia) to help provide support
for the vulnerable, homeless and marginalized in the Adelaide community. The subjurisdiction further donated the sum of AUS$ 5,000 [eq. € 3,178] and 21 volunteer hours to
Catherine House which provides crisis accommodation and support for homeless women
in South Australia.
The Commandery of Queensland gave a donation of AUS$ 8,000 [eq. € 5,084] and 9
volunteer hours to Trinity Pantry to help provide food and vouchers for marginalized and
homeless individuals in Brisbane; and AUS$ 4,000 [eq. € 2,542] and 9 volunteer hours to
the Prisoners’ Relief Fund to help released prisoners without support to re-engage within
the Queensland community.
The Commandery of Western Australia made a donation of AUS$ 3,000 [eq. € 1,907] and
35 volunteer hours to Christ Church Crisis Centre to help provide essential supplies for
the needy.
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The Commandery of Tasmania made two donations each of AUS$ 6,000 [eq. € 3,813] and
10 volunteer man-hours: the first to the Society of St Vincent de Paul in Tasmania and the
Hobart City Mission to help support the vulnerable, homeless and marginalized in the
Hobart community; the second donation of AUS$ 6,000 [eq. € 3,813] and 10 volunteer
man-hours was made to Anglicare (Tasmania).

Hereditary Commandery of Sighartstein [Austria]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 500
nil

The jurisdiction contributed the sum of € 500 to the GriechishOrthodoxe Metropolis von Austria to support the pastoral work with
the needy of the parish. The Griechish-Orthodoxe Metropolis von
Austria is the subordinate diocese of the Ecumenical Patriarchate of
Constantinople for Austria and Hungary and other countries in Eastern
Central Europe. In Austria, it is legally part of the Greek-Oriental Church
in Austria.

Grand Priory of Canada
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 6,804
nil

The Commandery of Ottawa has donated the sum of CAN$ 10,000
[eq. € 6,804] to the Ottawa Mission which offers basic needs to
those who are homeless – food, shelter, and clothing. In the past
several years, the Mission has further created and expanded
programs and services to help people transition out of homeless shelters and move back
into their own homes in the community.

Grand Bailiwick of the Czech Republic
● Monetary donation made:
unquantified
● Volunteer hours given:
nil
The Pilsen Commandery bl. Gerarda gave unquantified support to provide
accommodation for the homeless in the community.
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Grand Priory of England & Wales
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 995
nil

The jurisdiction donated the sum of £ 260 [eq. € 301]
to CHRISTIAN AID which seeks to eradicate extreme
poverty by tackling its root causes and to create lasting
change on a global level. Further donations were made
to Emmanuel House, a homeless charity in Nottingham
– £ 250 [eq. € 289], and to the Britannia and the
Colindale Foodbanks in London – £ 350 [eq. € 405].
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Grand Priory of France including Grand Priory of Alsace, the Grand Bailiwick of
France, the Lieutenancy of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem and of Notre Dame of Mount
Carmel and the Grand Bailiwick of Boigny
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 200
2 hrs

The Grand Bailiwick of Boigny donated 200 chocolate bars (20kg) to help produce food
baskets for the underprivileged to be distributed on Christmas Eve in the Diocese of
Nancy-Toul, France [€ 200; 2 volunteer hours].

Grand Bailiwick of Germany [including Hereditary Commandery of Rurich]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 11,800
24 hrs

The sum of € 10,000 was made available by HDZ to supply Immediate food aid for
refugees in Bosnia. In addition, the Rheinland sub-jurisdiction donated the sum of € 1,800
in money and goods to the charity ‘The Network People in the Monastery Langwaden’
near Düsseldorf, Germany.

Supporting the Immediate food aid for refugees in Bosnia

Grand Priory of Hungary
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 3,000
0.5 hrs

Through the support of Dr Erika Mészáros OLJ, the jurisdiction provided furniture costing
€ 3,000 for poor and needy families.
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Grand Priory of Ireland [including Hereditary Commandery of Fanad]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 10,885
nil

The jurisdiction supported with a monetary donation
amounting to € 10,885 the organization Cross Care which
was responsible for the establishment of new Community
Food Banks in areas of identified need across Dublin,
servicing the homeless and those in financial difficulties.
Cross Care food bank

Grand Priory of Italy
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€0
1,100 hrs

The Grand Priory members supported Caritas Italiana (Lodi, Milano) with 1,100
volunteer man-hours to help serve meals to the needy in the soup kitchens of the
voluntary organization.

Grand Priory of the Maltese Islands
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 5,458
104 hrs

The jurisdiction initiated an advertising and fund-raising
campaign promoting two organizations in Malta: the Foodbank
Lifeline Foundation and Dar Papa Frangisku Kitchen. Both
organizations provide meals and items of food for individuals in need within the Maltese
community. The demands for these services became much greater during the economic
turmoil brought about by the Covid-19 pandemic. The campaign raised the sum of € 2,425
and collected in-kind food goods amounting to € 3,033. The Grand Priory also uses its
FaceBook page to promote fund-raising activities organized by other voluntary
organizations. The management of the FaceBook page is carried out by three members,
contributing about 104 volunteer hours annually.
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Foodbank Lifeline store

Dar Papa Frangisku Kitchen meals

Grand Commandery of the Castello [Maltese Islands]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 1,000
2 hrs

The jurisdiction provided monetary support amounting to € 1,000 to the Foodbank
Lifeline Foundation in Malta. The Foundation provides meals and food items to
individuals in need.

Grand Bailiwick of The Netherlands
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 250
nil

The jurisdiction gave a monetary donation of € 250 towards supporting the provision of
food to those in need in Colombia.

Grand Priory of New Zealand
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 500
nil

The Grand Priory of New Zealand donated the sum of € 500 towards the Covid-19 support
appeal made by the Grand Master to support different hospitals and health centers in
Spain.
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Priory of North Macedonia
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

unquantified
unquantified

Members of the jurisdiction made food supplement donations to categories of persons
including the homeless, the socially disadvantaged, marginalized groups, stateless
persons, refugees, migrants, asylum seekers and persons under international protection
in Macedonia for whom the state makes no care provision whatsoever. The food
donations were made on a daily, weekly or monthly basis according to the needs of the
target groups. Distribution was mostly conducted through the city kitchens, churches and
monasteries (who are experienced in providing for the homeless, socially vulnerable
people and marginalized groups), as well as in the Reception Center for Asylum Seekers
in Vizbegovo, the Reception Center for Foreigners, Skopje and the Transit Centers of the
southern and northern border as well as all the homeless checkpoints of the Red Cross of
the city of Skopje. Food was donated repeatedly to the Red Cross of the City of Skopje.

Items for donation
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Priory of Norway
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

nil
40 hrs

The members of the Commandery of St Eysteinn collaborated with the
Frelsesarmeen (Salvation Army Norway) to manage the big Christmas tree
erected in the town square of Trondheim and to help collect donations from
the public to benefit the poor, homeless and vulnerable.

Christmas tree in town square of Trondheim

Grand Priory of Portugal (includes Hereditary Commandery of Sande)
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 1,000
25 hrs

The Grand Priory supported the Vincentian Conference of Santiago do Cacém in the drive
to provide food to the needy, donating food items worth € 1,000 and 25 volunteer manhours.

Food donation to Vincentian Conference of Santiago do Cacém
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Grand Bailiwick of Scotland
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 2,432
nil

The Grand Bailiwick donated a total of £ 2,100 [eq. € 2,432] to provide support to the poor
homeless and vulnerable in society. The donation was
equally distributed among seven organizations
providing food bank support to disadvantaged
communities struggling to feed their families. These
food banks, staffed by volunteers, provide a very
necessary lifeline. The supported charities included:
the Scottish Food Banks (namely Clydesdale,
Auldhouse Community Church, Aberdeen Salvation
Army, Letham4All Community Hub, and Food Banks
in Renfrewshire and Stirling), and the City Missions in
Glasgow and Edinburgh.
Aberdeen Salvation Army Foodbank donations

Grand Priory of Slovakia
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 4,500
65 hrs

The jurisdiction undertook to supply the complete furnishings for a three-room apartment
at the Christ’s institute at Žákovce, Slovakia at a cost of € 4,500 and 65 volunteer manhours.

Members of the Grand Priory in the furnished apartment
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Grand Bailiwick of South Africa
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 1,852
1,367 hrs

The jurisdiction during 2020 supported a number of initiatives aimed at providing food
resources to the needy in various communities. Through the initiative of one member
who, acting as the National Campaign Coordinator, donated an unquantified monetary
amount and a significant amount of volunteer hours [1,000 hrs], it supported the One
South Africa Movement, a spontaneous grouping of volunteer organizations and
individuals who worked within this wholly transparent framework to elicit substantial
public and private sponsorship for milestone projects in the poorest of poor communities
during phases of the national lockdown during the Covid-19 pandemic. These activities
led to the establishment of a major soup kitchen supply chain (in partnership with an
otherwise-closed craft brewery) to deliver soup to 13 soup kitchens in Khayelitsha, 20 in
Vrygrond (in partnership with a community-based organization,) as well as soup
kitchens in Eerste Rivier, Manenberg and Elsies River. In addition, over one million free
food parcels were distributed to desperate communities across the racial divide,
including refugee settlements.

Soup kitchen and food parcels delivered to extremely vulnerable people.

The jurisdiction also supported other projects to provide food and essential healthcare
items to those in need. PROJECT ORANGE, initiated as a result of the generosity of citrus
farmers in the Western Cape’s Olifants River Valley, saw 19 million oranges being
distributed to vulnerable communities, children’s homes (including Christine Revell),
Groote Schuur Hospital, Tygerberg Hospital and Victoria Hospital, old age homes, crèches
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and clinics, to improve vitamin C intake as a precaution against Covid-19 infection. Over
150,000 x 6kg pockets of oranges were distributed during the months of May-July 2020.
This initiative was supported by a donation of R 7,100 [eq. € 397] and 360 volunteer
hours. Other similar projects aiming to distribute food parcels to needy families included
the PICK ‘n’ PAY Covid Relief Feeding Program and the St Michael’s and All Angels Parish
Outreach. These two projects required monetary and in-kind donations amounting to R
26,000 [eq. € 1,455] and seven volunteer hours.

Project Orange

PICK ‘n’ PAY Covid Relief Feeding Program

Grand Priory of Spain (includes Hereditary Commandery of “El Acebuchar”)
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 106,200
10,800 hours

The FUNDACIÓN SAN LÁZARO, serving as the
voluntary organization of the Grand Priory,
initiated the “Comer es lo primero” Project. This
Project supports 90 families comprising about
350 individuals with monthly provision of
essential basic food items. The 16 kg hampers
were distributed mainly from the Grand
Chancery office in Madrid, while home delivery
was arranged for those 20 families with serious disability problems. The Project required
the sum of € 11,200 and in-kind goods including a total of 16,000 eggs, 3,000 blankets,
and 2,600 kg of food [estimated equivalence € 95,000] and 900 man-volunteer hours per
month.
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Comer es lo primero Project
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Grand Priory of Sweden [including Delegation of Denmark]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 40,000
nil

The jurisdiction’s member, Andreas Eraybar CLJ, provided financial aid to support
Fontaine House [https://www.goteborgsfontanen.se] thus ensuring that at least 40
families were prevented from becoming homeless. The total cost of the project amounted
to € 40,000.

Fontaine House

International Grand Bailiwick
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 250
15 hrs

The jurisdiction supported the preparation and distribution of 25 food hampers during
Christmas to needy families in Italy and The Netherlands.
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Community Service
Grand Priory of America [including Delegation of Mexico]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 24,443
72 hrs

The Commandery of the Atlantic made a monetary
donation of USD 3,000 [eq. € 2,495] to St Patrick’s
cathedral in Manhattan, New York. The funds were for the
Cathedral’s emergency and operational support as well as
community outreach ministries.
The Commandery of the Southeast gave a monetary
donation of USD 1,000 [eq. € 828] to the Beersheba Springs
Medical Clinic which is a non-profit medical facility
established by and for the community of Beersheba
Springs, Tennessee. Its mission is to promote, protect, and
improve the health of persons (especially the medically
indigent) living in, working in, or visiting Beersheba
Springs and the surrounding area. To advance this mission,
the clinic provides comprehensive evaluation and management of acute illness and chronic
disease (e.g. diabetes, heart disease, hypertension, and depression). In addition, the subjurisdiction made a monetary donation of USD 1,000 [eq. € 828] to the Buckhead Christian
Ministry’s mission whose aim is to prevent homelessness for vulnerable individuals and
elevate their possibilities for economic empowerment by meeting basic needs through our
Emergency Financial Assistance Program and providing access to life skills education and
support services through our financial coaching and housing programs; and a further USD
1,000 [eq. € 828] to the LAHIA’s SOAR program which aims to increase access to Social
Security disability benefits for eligible children and adults who are experiencing, or are at
risk of, homelessness and have a serious mental illness, medical impairment, and/or cooccurring substance use disorder. The LAHIA’s PATH (Projects for Assistance in Transition
from Homelessness) program funds housing services for people with serious mental illness
experiencing homelessness by providing housing assistance and recovery support until the
individual has a sustainable income and is living independently.
The Grand Commandery of the South supported the St Catherine of Siena Catholic Church
Prison Ministry in Louisiana with a monetary donation of USD 3,000 [eq. € 2,495] and 72
volunteer man-hours. The prison ministry provides a mentorship program for inmates who
are soon to be released so as to offer them a path to a new way in life through Christ. It
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conducts a Christian retreat for two days to explore how to live a faith-based life. The
volunteers write letters to various inmates each month and conduct visits when permitted.
The Delegation of Mexico supported the distribution of protective gear and food supplies
during the pandemic for needy individuals living in Los Cabos in Baja California Sur,
Irapuato and Celaya in Guanajuato, and Morelia in Michoacán and Mexico City. The funds,
amounting to Mexican pesos 101,006 [eq. € 4,175], were obtained through the sale of
specifically designed bracelets. The project required a further 100 volunteer man-hours.

Donation of food pack and bracelet design

The Commandery of the West supported the ASCENCIA of Glendale, California, U.S.A. with
a monetary donation of USD 6,000 [eq. € 4,591]. ASCENCIA is a non-profit, boutique-style
homeless services agency and emergency shelter dedicated to lifting people out of
homelessness. It serves 1,200 homeless men, women, and children in need every year. The
donation was used to purchase tablets for its outreach team to safely perform intakes of
individuals on the streets in lieu of bringing them in to the Access Centre and to start a
Housing Flex Fund to help clients moving from the emergency shelter into permanent
housing. The sub-jurisdiction further supported the HEAL (Health, Equity, Action,
Leadership) project with a monetary donation of USD 15,000 [eq. € 12,378]. The volunteer
organization HEAL, based at the University of California, San Francisco, has been
coordinating health professionals across 9 countries to provide clinical care, quality
improvement and training in an effort to advance health equity worldwide. Since the
pandemic, HEAL has maintained an active presence in the Navajo Nation in the states of
Utah, New Mexico, and Arizona, providing care to an estimated 21,000 Navajo Nation
patients. The Commandery of the West applied for a grant to assist the HEAL volunteer
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healthcare workers specializing in acute care, intensive critical care, general medical care,
mental health care, and patient education.

Grand Priory of Australia
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 19,385
106 hrs

The Commandery of Queensland
donated the sum of AUS$ 500
[eq. € 318] and 9 volunteer
hours to help provide care and
support for seafarers in the Port
of Brisbane; and a further AUS$
8,000 [eq. € 5,084] and 9
volunteer hours to help provide
support to refugees who have no
access to government funding.
The sub-jurisdiction further
donated the sum of AUS$ 14,000
[ eq. € 8,898] and 18 volunteer
hours to the Commandery chaplains – to serve as an emergency fund to distribute to
those in need within the Anglican and Roman Catholic communities.
The Commandery of Western Australia donated the sum of AUS$ 5,000 [eq. € 3,178] and
35 volunteer man-hours to the charity ‘Just Manna’ to help with the purchase of bedding
(swags) for homeless people sleeping outdoors. The charity regularly provides night
shelter for 20-40 persons. In addition, the sub-jurisdiction made a donation of AUS$ 3,000
[eq. € 1,907] and 35 volunteer hours to the charity ‘Doors Wide Open’ in Bunbury which
was founded to assist with the drug problem issues in the State.

Grand Bailiwick of Austria
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 2,000
200 hrs

The Commandery of Saint Rupert and the Lazarus Volunteers Salzburg contributed the
sum of € 2,000 towards the renovation of the Order’s church in Sulzburg-Guggenthal Filialkirche Guggenthal. The money was collected through the organization of a flea
market managed by members of the jurisdiction.
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In addition, further fund-raising activities were organized by the jurisdiction to support
philanthropic initiatives in the Federal State of Salzburg. These netted a total of € 3,850.

Filialkirche Guggenthal and commemorative plaque
Members of St Lazarus Volunteers Salzburg & plaque inside
(right: Commander Chev. Jungreithmair, KCLJ)

Hereditary Commandery of Sighartstein [Austria]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 5,485
nil

The jurisdiction has undertaken to support the non-profit organization "Help Godenu" in
Ghana. This support included monetary donations towards the purchase of construction
materials for a new school building and a new church [€ 3,935], installation of a radio
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communication system for better communication between villages [€ 1,000], and
purchase of a new mower to be used by the community [€ 550].

Gbi-Godenu - building projects and radio communication tower

Priory of Belgium & the Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 200
20 hrs

The jurisdiction has supported the organization LICHT EN LIEFDE-SOLIDARITY IN SIGHT
with the sum of € 200 and 20 volunteer hours. This is a national voluntary organization
which includes people with sight loss in Belgium (especially in Flanders and Brussels)
and offers respectful support and action to enable people with visual impairment or loss
to participate fully in an inclusive society.

Grand Bailiwick of the Czech Republic
● Monetary donation made:
€ 488 + unquantified donation of goods
● Volunteer hours given:
nil
The Pilsen Commandery bl. Gerarda provided CZK 7,800 [eq. € 307] and the equivalent
of CZK 3,600 [eq. € 142] in food items to support the social facilities in the region, the
Leprosy Disposal project, and the national food collection program.
The Prostějov Commandery of St Jan Sarkander provided Protective face masks and
surgical drapes to support the medical facilities at the U Apolináře Maternity hospital,
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and 100 pcs Protective face masks to the Omega plus Kyjov Civic Association. Further
support amounting to CKZ 1,000 [eq. € 39] was given to the ‘Doctors Without Borders’
project.

Grand Priory of England & Wales
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 8,161
nil

The jurisdiction supported U.K. care workers and NHS workers, providing face-shields
and PPE scrubs during the pandemic by donating £ 3,000 [eq. € 3,473] to the Cardiff High
School PPE Project and a further £ 4,050 [eq. € 4,688] to the SCRUBS FOR ALL campaign.
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Grand Priory of Finland
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 1,700
nil

A monetary donation amounting to € 1,700 was made to provide anti-skid devices to the
elderly in an attempt to prevent accidents by falling. In addition, support was given to the
humanitarian work of the churches aimed at the elderly in need and to the Veterans
Association of Finland.

Grand Priory of France including Grand Priory of Alsace, the Grand Bailiwick of
France, the Lieutenancy of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem and of Notre Dame of Mount
Carmel and the Grand Bailiwick of Boigny
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 148,410
nil

The Grand Bailiwick of France made several contributions aimed at supporting the
community:
● Conférence Saint Vincent de Paul, Saint -Martin à Vendôme - € 1,000
● Fondation pour la Recherche Médicale - € 10,000
● The donation of 20 electric healthcare beds, tables, mattresses, etc. to the Sœurs de
la Providence, La Pommeraye with transport costs - € 28,200
● The donation of 2 dental chairs to the A.M.A.L.F. (Fédération d'Entraide
Protestante) Paris with transport costs - € 38,000
● The donation of 49 electric healthcare beds, bedside tables, wheelchairs, etc. to the
A.A.A.S. : EHPAD associatif Gonesse & Montmorency with transport costs - € 52,210
● The donation of 14 electric healthcare beds to A.A.A.S. : EHPAD associatif SaintRaphaël - € 17,000
● The delivery of 2,000 surgical masks to the Centre Hospitalier de Vendôme - € 2,000

Grand Bailiwick of Germany [including Hereditary Commandery of Rurich]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 31,234
nil

The Hessen-Nassau sub-jurisdiction collected the sum of € 650 aimed at supporting in
2021 the Franziskustreff charitable institution run by Capuchins in Frankfurt's
Liebfrauenkloster. This institution offers homeless people in the center of Frankfurt a
decent breakfast and, if requested, advice. The HDZ further supported community-
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directed projects in Romania including providing monetary support for social work in the
Diocese of Satu Mare [€ 7,560] and the Diocese of Alba Julia [€ 5,015], constructing an
access ramp for the disabled at Miercurea Ciuc [€ 15,015], supporting the transport costs
of hospital beds in Fürth-Satu Mare [€ 2,010], and medical aid provision [€ 984].

Grand Priory of Greece
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 3,500
123 hrs

The jurisdiction supported the Community Pharmacy of Vyronas Municipality with the
donation of 5 cartons of medicines for Parkinson’s disease, together with cardiac and
blood pressure medications worth € 3,500. The community pharmacy supports
unemployed, poor and uninsured people of all ages. In addition, a medical member of the
Hellenic Grand Priory voluntarily offered on a weekly basis more than 120 hours of
medical service to the Community Infirmary of Vyronas Municipality, providing
cardiological and general consultations to patients of all ages.

Donation of pharmaceutical products to the Community Pharmacy of Vyronas Municipality
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Grand Priory of Hungary
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 2,700
8 hours

The Grand Priory supported the restoration and inauguration ceremony of the Chapel of
St Stephen in Budapest on the 7th March with a donation of € 1,500 and 5 volunteer manhours. During the Covid-19 pandemic, László Beszeda CLJ donated 16 polycarbonate face
shields, equivalent to € 1,200, and one volunteer hour to supplement the personal
protective equipment of healthcare workers at a hospital in Budapest who were dealing
with Covid-19 virus sampling. Dr Sándor Pellek PhD, Head of Thoracic Surgery at the
Hungarian Defence Forces Military Hospital, Budapest provided information about the
current Covid-19 situation and the opportunities for diagnosing and treating patients [2
volunteer hours].

Grand Priory of Italy
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 10,000
80 hrs

The Grand Priory donated clothing and furniture, with an estimated value of € 10,000, to
be distributed to needy families living in the parishes of Milan in Lombardy. It further
contributed 80 hours of service to the public awareness campaign on drug and alcohol
abuse.

Grand Priory of the Maltese Islands
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 720
207 hrs

The Grand Priory supported a fund-raising initiative carried out by Caritas [Malta]
donating the sum of € 500. In addition, two members actively supported the
administration of this fund-raising drive by donating a total of 64 volunteer hours
between them. Caritas Malta offers a variety of services to help those people who are in
need. This is done through social work interventions, counselling sessions, community
educational programs, talk shows on TV and radio programs. ‘Maratona ta’ Mħabba’ was
a national 12-hour fund-raising event transmitted on all TV channels.
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Grand Priory members with Mgr Victor Grech OMLJ – Founder of Caritas [Malta]

In addition, the jurisdiction and its members supported the pastoral work of a number of
parishes, both financially with a donation of € 220 and with services in kind. Various
members of the jurisdiction are involved with animating the Sunday Mass and
distributing Holy Communion within their parish. One member serves the community at
Mater Dei Hospital, managed by the Franciscan Community leading the San Gwann
Parish, by distributing Holy Communion weekly to the sick in the hospital – but this effort
stopped after the Covid-19 lockdown in early March.

Memorial Mass at Kalkara Parish Church
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Grand Commandery of the Castello [Maltese Islands]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 2,466
6 hrs

The jurisdiction donated the sum of € 133 to Dar Hosea
in Malta for the purchase of a hot-water boiler for the
home. Dar Hosea aims to reach out to vulnerable women
who are exploited into prostitution, by offering any support and assistance that is
required. It provides prostituted women with basic needs like food, clothing, and a safe
place where they may eat, shower and rest. Extended social support in the form of
housing, medical assistance, and legal aid is also provided. Dar Hosea also offers the
facility for developing alternative lifestyles through educational programs and other job
training.
In addition, a monetary donation of € 2,333 was made to Life
Network Foundation in Malta. The Foundation addresses all
aspects of life, marriage and family issues based on Catholic
principles of morality and social justice, including love and respect
for every human person regardless of his or her beliefs; it seeks to
support the authentic rights and responsibilities of every human being by striving to
serve and protect particularly the most vulnerable members of society, and to work in
collaboration with all persons interested in the protection of life in all its stages.

Grand Bailiwick of New Zealand
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 6,207
nil

The jurisdiction has continued its close relationship with the
volunteer organization Victim Support whose members work with
the New Zealand Police to assist victims of crime. In accordance
with the decision of the St Lazarus Trust, a sixth instalment of NZD
10,000 [eq. € 5,968] was transferred to them in 2020. In total the Order in New Zealand
has, to date, donated NZD 60,000 to Victim Support which is dedicated towards training
purposes. In recognition of this the Order continues to be acknowledged in press releases
and in the annual reports and newsletters issued by Victim Support. In addition, the
jurisdiction forwarded a donation of NZD 400 [eq. € 239] to the charitable fund of the
Cathedral of St Paul in Wellington.
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Wellington Cathedral of St Paul

Priory of Norway
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

nil
20 hrs

The Commandery of St Eysteinn supported the manning
of the Nidaros Pilgrim Centre in Trondheim, acting as
hosts, conversations partner, and with accommodations
guiding and the issuing of the Pilgrim’s Certificate. The pilgrims come from all over the
world and it will take each pilgrim 32-34 days to walk from Oslo to Trondheim.

Nidaros Pilgrim Centre in Trondheim
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Grand Priory of Portugal (includes Hereditary Commandery of Sande)
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 2,000
100 hrs

The Grand Priory supported the Associação Reformado e Idoso de Vila Nova de Milfontes
with the donation of individual PPE handmade masks made from reusable fabric costing
an equivalent value of € 500 and requiring 80 volunteer hours for manufacture. In
addition, the jurisdiction also made available individual protective visors made by the
students of ‘NeRD’ – diversified robotics nucleus of the University of Aveiro. These were
estimated to have a value of € 1,500 and required about 20 volunteer hours for
manufacture.

PPE mask & visor distribution

Grand Bailiwick of Scotland
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 1,216
nil

The jurisdiction supported the benevolent fund to the amount of £ 500 [eq. € 579] of the
Newbattle Parish Church of the Church of Scotland set up to provide support for local
families in crisis, particularly providing vouchers for clothing, kitchen materials and power
cards. It also supported the work of the V/O Faith in Community in Scotland with another
monetary donation of £ 550 [eq. € 637]. This organization supports communities with
significant pockets of poverty and has four strategic objectives: to increase the capacity and
resilience of faith groups supporting Scotland’s poorest communities; to support faith
groups’ engagement with the most vulnerable people in their communities; to support faith
groups in tackling difference and reducing conflict in Scotland’s poorest communities; and
to equip people struggling against poverty to speak out with confidence and to encourage
all to listen and respond.
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Grand Bailiwick of South Africa
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 1,119
3 hrs

In partnership with Rotary Club Kirstenbosch, the jurisdiction supported the St Michael’s
and All Angels parish outreach program to support those in the local community unable
fully to protect and care for themselves and their families during the particularly perilous
times of the Covid-19 pandemic by making available PPE masks and sanitizers,
together with money for food and essential healthcare consumables at a cost of R 20,000
[eq. € 1,119].

Donated healthcare products being delivered to a volunteer community worker
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Emergency Care
Hereditary Commandery of Sighartstein [Austria]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 3,000
nil

The jurisdiction assisted the community at Gbi-Godenu in Ghana in the fight against the
Covid-19 pandemic with multiple purchases of personal protective equipment
[sanitizers, masks and other equipment] for use by the community. The cost amounted to
€ 3,000.

Gbi-Godenu – Personal Protective Equipment

Grand Priory of Canada
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 5,513
nil

The Commandery of Toronto donated the sum of CAN$ 8,103
[eq. € 5,513] to Emily’s House, which is a children’s hospice
located in downtown Toronto. Commandery member the Revd
Rauni Salminen, AChLJ is Emily's House’s CEO and Founder.
The funds were used to purchase patients’ supplies, increased
food service costs, and other costs associated with the
temporary conversion of eight of the ten paediatric beds to
adult hospice care for non‐Covid‐19 palliative patients during
the pandemic, thus easing the acute bed demands at the Michael
Garron Hospital.
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Grand Bailiwick of the Czech Republic
● Monetary donation made:
€ 4,078
● Volunteer hours given:
451 hrs
The Grand Bailiwick supported the Czech community in its fight against the Covid-19
pandemic with a financial contribution of CZK 103,747 [eq. € 4,078]. This enabled:
● The purchase of 11,165 litres of disinfectants for the Athelas Hospice in Písek, the
social services of the town of Kroměříž, DpS Libina, and the X-ray polyclinic
Šumperk;
● Provision of protective face masks, respirators, protective shields (13,350 pieces)
made available to Písek Hospital and Athelas Hospice, Spišské Hanušovice
Palliative Care Home, Medical Rescue Service of the Central Bohemian Region,
Prague Hospitals and Social Facilities – Apolinář, Bulovka, Social Services Center,
Social Services of Kroměříž, Street Spolek Pilsen, Caritas Hradec Králové, DpS
Libina, X-ray polyclinic Šumperk, Children's Home Šance Olomouc, Diocesan
Charity Pilsen, Kindergarten Elipsa, DD, Kindergarten, social services of the Pilsen
Region, Bishopric of Hradec Králové, University Hospital Pilsen, Institute of
Hematology and Blood Transfusion Prague;
● Purchase of coffee makers to relieve healthcare professionals affected by the
Covid-19 pandemic - MOJIP Brandýs nad Labem. A coffee machine with coffee was
also made available by the company Alza.cz to the Department of Residential
Social Care, University Hospital Pilsen.
In addition:
● Assistance was given to the Hospice Strasbourg with the donation of protective
face masks [550 pieces], 5 respirators, 3 protective overalls, 10 protective shields,
coffee makers, biscuits, beverages, vouchers for goods, confectionery, and pillows;
● Further donations were made to fight Covid-19 to cfr Rýpal, cfr Randl, and cfr
Janda, cfr Karbusický, Athelas;
● Voluntary work amounting to 151 volunteer hours was carried out especially in
the Athelas Hospice in Písek cfr Rakdl cfr Pekárik cfr Janda cfr Karbusický.
The Pilsen Commandery bl. Gerarda provided an unquantified donation of disinfection
fluid, surgical shields, accommodation for the homeless, and Protective face masks to
Beno Ge MLJ (Prague - Anežka).
The Prostějov Commandery of St Jan Sarkander provided 300 volunteer man-hours to
care for Covid-19 patients in the Regional hospital Jičín.
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Grand Priory of England & Wales
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 2,094
nil

The jurisdiction donated a total sum of £ 1,800 [eq. € 1,494] to the Devon Air Ambulance
Trust and the Great Western Air Ambulance. The former organization maintains two
helicopters and critical care cars to reach emergency scenes every year, saving hundreds
of lives in Devon; while the latter provides emergency care to people who are in a state
so critical that they require the specialist skills of their team at the scene of the accident
or medical incident. Great Western Air Ambulance covers Bristol, Bath and North-East
Somerset, South Gloucestershire, Gloucestershire, North Somerset and parts of Wiltshire.

Ambulances belonging to Devon Air Ambulance Trust and the Great Western Air Ambulance

Grand Priory of France including Grand Priory of Alsace, the Grand Bailiwick of
France, the Lieutenancy of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem and of Notre Dame of Mount
Carmel and the Grand Bailiwick of Boigny
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 845
52 hrs

The Commandery of Sainte-Baume of the Grand Priory of France donated 600 masks to
the Maison de la Meyronnette, which assists battered and abused women, equivalent to
€ 630, and a further 300 masks for the church of Notre Dame de Pépiole, equivalent to
€ 215. Assistance to the diocesan pilgrimage to Lourdes for the diocese of Sisteron-Digne
was organized with the provision of a doctor (approximately 100 hours).
The Lieutenancy supported the “Etablissement Français du Sang” with 32 volunteer
hours in the annual operation “Mon Sang pour les Autres”, organized in Limoges with
logistical help to the medical personnel, reception of the blood donors, and a catering
service to the blood donors. It also provided volunteer support of a further 20 volunteer
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hours to obtain hydro-alcoholic gel for disabled children and adults (association ADAPEI
d'Indre et Loire).

Grand Bailiwick of Germany [including Hereditary Commandery of Rurich]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 7,000
nil

The HDZ Foundation provided the sum of € 7,000 as emergency aid to counter the effects
of Typhoon Tishoy in Bugko in The Philippines.

Support to community in Bugko

Grand Priory of Ireland [including Hereditary Commandery of Fanad]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 2,721
nil

The jurisdiction supported the organization Global Emergency
Care Skills with a monetary donation of € 2,721. This Irishregistered medical charity provides emergency care and
trauma skills training to doctors and nurses in Africa.
Equipment and teaching materials are also provided on each course. This year’s grant
helped fund a training course for doctors and nurses in Kisii, Kenya.
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Training course for doctors and nurses

Grand Priory of Italy
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€0
6,500 hrs

Grand Priory members continued to support, with 5,000 volunteer hours, the Helicopter
Rescue Service (AREU) facilitating the transport of ill patients (including Covid-19
patients) to the assigned hospitals within the region of Lombardy. In addition, the
members of the jurisdiction supported with a further 1,500 volunteer hours the Civil
Protection Service carried out by the AVS OSLJ Dog Unit group in its work to find missing
persons, and provide rescue services and man-trailing activities.

Services provided by the Helicopter Rescue Service (AREU) and the AVS OSLJ Dog Unit group
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Grand Bailiwick of South Africa
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

nil
158 hrs

Two medical student members of the jurisdiction
volunteered their services at the Tygerberg Hospital
Covid-19 Testing Site, donating 158 volunteer hours.

Medical student volunteers
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Miscellaneous
Grand Priory of America [including Delegation of Mexico]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 828
64 hrs

The Grand Commandery of the South supported the Louisiana Interchurch Conference
with a monetary donation of USD 1,000 [eq. € 828] and 64 volunteer hours. This is a statewide group of churches and non-profit organizations which promote Christian unity.
Churches and groups of all denominations come together to encourage better
understanding of Christian values. The conference provides support to diverse
communions and congregations by allowing them to hold assemblies and other means of
cooperative prayer to promote ecumenical growth. It provides a forum for senior leaders
of the various denominations to discuss the issues confronting people, coordinate aid,
explore theological differences and promote mutual understanding. On issues of
common agreement, it speaks with the united voice of the church to our state
government. Our Order’s associate membership provides an important way for us to
support ecumenical Christian efforts in Louisiana.

Grand Priory of Australia
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 6,355
21 hrs

The Commandery of South Australia supported the charity Cure4CF, that contributes
towards research into a cure for the condition of cystic fibrosis, with a monetary donation
of AUS$ 10,000 [eq. € 6,355] and 21 volunteer man-hours.

Grand Priory of Canada
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 14,292
102 hrs

The Ecumenical Commission of the Grand Priory, through the Board of Directors,
provided a donation of CAN$ 5,000 [eq. € 3,402] to the Canadian Council of Churches
which serves as a broad and inclusive ecumenical body, now representing 26-member
churches including Anglican; Eastern and Roman Catholic; Evangelical; Free Church;
Eastern and Oriental Orthodox; and Historic Protestant traditions.
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The Commandery of Newfoundland and Labrador sponsored the Pastoral and Palliative
Care Volunteer Online Training Program conducted by Queen’s College, Faculty of
Theology, which is located on the Memorial University of Newfoundland campus. This
was designed in conjunction with the four Regional Health Authorities in the Province of
Newfoundland and Labrador. The course incorporated sections of the Home Care
Support Program and was an excellent way to promote the objectives of the Order of St
Lazarus. The course attracted more than 150 participants from five Provinces, including
Newfoundland and Labrador. The order donated $10,000 [eq. € 6,804] to the production
and delivery of the course.
The Toronto Commandery provided a CAN$ 1,500 [eq. € 1,021] ecumenical bursary as
the Marjory MacKinnon Bursary to Dr Cole Sadler who is pursuing his Master of Divinity
at Wycliffe College in Toronto. The Commandery also made a donation of CAN$ 2,000 [eq.
€ 1361] to Huntington University, Sudbury. The Toronto Commandery’s Marjory
MacKinnon Ecumenical Award was given to The Revd Dr John Joseph Mastandrea, PhD,
M.Div, BSc who has been involved in ecumenism in the City of Toronto for almost 30
years.
The Commandery of Thunder Bay has committed itself to support Lakehead University's
Centre for Health Care Ethics for the next three years with $1,000/year for their program
offerings. During 2020, the Commandery helped host the annual luncheon for the clergy
in Thunder Bay, organized to enhance ecumenism. Preparation time for the event was
approximately 2 hours.
The Commandery of Quebec provided a donation of CAN$ 2,504 [eq. € 1,704] to Panier
Extra.

Grand Bailiwick of the Czech Republic
● Monetary donation made:
€ 18,544
● Volunteer hours given:
unquantified
Members of the sub-jurisdiction Prostějov Commandery of St Jan Sarkander provided
assistance to patients during homecare, and gave a combination of spiritual and physical
care to patients in the parishes.
The St Zdislava commandery donated a painting of the Virgin Mary to the Chapel in the
Children's Home in Radhošť costing CZK 20,000 [eq. € 786]; three angel statues to U
Apolináře Maternity hospital cfr Kadrman costing CZK 1,800 [eq. € 71]; and helped with
the reconstruction of the Church in Pakoměřice cfr Nováček – CZK 450,000 [eq. € 17,687].
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Grand Priory of England & Wales
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 1,278
nil

The jurisdiction supported the ROYAL BRITISH
LEGION with a donation of £ 1,000 [eq. € 1,162].
The Royal British Legion works to help members
of the Royal Navy, British Army, and Royal Air
Force, and their families, giving support to
serving and ex-serving personnel all year round,
every day of the week. A further donation of £ 100
[eq. € 116] was made to SSAFA (Soldiers, Sailors,
Airmen and Families Association) which works to
relieve need, suffering and distress amongst the
Armed Forces, veterans and their families in order to support their independence and
dignity.

Grand Priory of Finland
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 3,000
nil

The jurisdiction has continued to support the long-time preventative narcotics project in
collaboration with the Helsinki Airport Customs Office. A monetary donation of € 3,000
has been made to support training of narcotics-detecting dogs and other projects focused
on voluntary anti-drug movement of the young. The designated narcotics Labrador
retriever “Dani” was retired from active customs work but continued to work as mentor
to his successor, also a Labrador. Dani passed away in October and was immortalized by
a statue at the Customs Office. Another anti-drug project was conducted in the Åland
Islands.
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Dani at work at Helsinki airport & statue of Dani

Grand Priory of France including Grand Priory of Alsace, the Grand Bailiwick of
France, the Lieutenancy of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem and of Notre Dame of Mount
Carmel and the Grand Bailiwick of Boigny
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 1,000
100 hrs

The Grand Priory of France made individual donations amounting to €1,000 to various
associations, including the Red Cross, the Marine Cross and the Heritage Foundation. One
consoeur, Jeannette Vedrenne, further worked to restore the copy of the door of the
chapel of the old Commandery of Rosson.
It also made a donation of € 1,000 to the Protestant Army Chaplaincy for the annual
operation "Christmas for Soldiers", which works to improve the condition of soldiers who
are in the field, far from their families and outside French territory, during the Christmas
holidays.
The Lieutenancy of Saint Lazarus donated Christmas decorations to the Maison des
Sourires, an association set up near the “Hôpital de la mère et de l’Enfant” in Limoges, to
lodge parents whose children are hospitalized in order to maintain contacts and visits.

Grand Bailiwick of Germany [including Hereditary Commandery of Rurich]
● Monetary donation made:
€ 26,636
● Volunteer hours given:
about 2,500 hrs covering the overall workings of the
HDZ. (The HDZ - Foundation for Aid Organization of German Dentists for Leprosy and
Emergency Areas works very closely with the Grand Bailiwick of Germany, and its
central organization includes four members of the jurisdiction).
The HDZ Foundation provided clinical traineeship allowances amounting to € 26,636

Grand Priory of Hungary
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 3,360
15½ hours

● Other activities of the jurisdiction included support for the activities of the Karolina
Catholic Elementary School Vác, with a monetary donation of € 210 and 4 volunteer
hours. The activity involved opening and naming of the school library and distribution
of awards to meritorious students. Also in Vác, the Commandery of St Nicholas
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participated in the mass in the St Stephen Church celebrated by Fr Csaba Mészáros,
and held to commemorate his transfer to another region [€ 300; 1½ hours].
● In Budapest, the jurisdiction participated in the opening of the look-out tower of the
Church of the Virgin Mary on 27th June [2 volunteer hours]. The jurisdiction further
supported the Annual retreat at the Benedictine Monastery of St Maurice in
Bakonybél held on the 2nd October [€1,100; 4 hours], and a Pilgrimage to the Chapel
of the Amber-Well in Bakonybél on the 3rd October [€ 1,750; 4 hours].
Grand Priory of the Maltese Islands
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 1,450
719 hrs

The jurisdiction undertakes to assist individuals who are in need of health and social
support. A monetary donation of € 1,140 was made to assist an individual to cope with
the medical treatment overseas of a relative. Other individuals with social and medical
problems were helped with advisory and practical services. Further spiritual support
was given to the Lazarite community and family/friends.
In addition, advisory services were provided to two individuals with social and medical
problems requiring about 416 volunteer hours. Social and spiritual support was similarly
provided to members and friends of the jurisdiction during Covid-19 lockdown through
the circulation of a weekly spiritual message MOMENTUM; a quarterly newsletter
EPISTULA LAZARINA; and academic events [lecture/seminar] held online. This required
a regular contribution by five people dedicating about 223 volunteer hours annually.
The Grand Priory also contributed the sum of € 310 by purchasing face masks produced
by the Grand Bailiwick of South Africa. The sale and distribution of the face masks among
the members of the jurisdiction required the services of a member who dedicates about
80 volunteer hours annually to promoting fund-raising initiatives based on the sale of
donated items.

Grand Priory of New Zealand
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 596
nil

During the year, the Grand Priory has continued to sponsor the University of Otago
Dermatology Prize which is awarded to the first placed student in the dermatology
component of the final examination, taken at the completion of the fifth year of the
medical course. This year the value of the prize was increased to NZD 500 [eq. € 298]. In
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addition, the jurisdiction renewed its corporate sponsorship of The Wellington Medical
Research Foundation which has now been rebranded as Research for Life and has taken
on a wider national role in funding medical research. The donation in 2020 amounted to
NZD 500 [eq. € 298].

University of Otago

The Associate Minister of Health Hon. Dr Ayesha Verrill
addressing the Annual General Meeting of Research for Life

Grand Priory of Romania
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

nil
288 hrs

The jurisdiction has during 2020 maintained its continuing relationships and partnership
with the One Health Romania Association and the Federation of European Academies of
Medicine (FEAM), which required 48 hours of volunteer work. It also supplied the
Medical Education for healthcare providers involved with the diagnosis and treatment of
tuberculosis and respiratory diseases, which took 240 volunteer hours.

Grand Priory of Slovakia
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

nil
288 hrs

The jurisdiction undertook to clean and repair the pathway of the National Park Malá
Fatra in Slovakia. This initiative required 140 volunteer man-hours.
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Volunteers in National Park Malá Fatra

Grand Bailiwick of South Africa
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 7,248
410 hrs

Through the action of a member and his spouse, the jurisdiction undertook to support the
work of pastors in the townships in helping specifically marginalized youths and creating
sustainable skills development programs. One of these programs involved the set-up of
re-purposed computers in a recycled shipping container in Khayelitsha to teach township
children basic coding skills.

Township children being taught basic computer skills
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In addition, an initiative was supported with a monetary donation of R 5,000 [eq. € 280]
– MASKS FOR AFRICA – whereby masks were made from excellent quality cloth offcuts
previously destined for landfill. In this way, workers were partially employed and able to
feed their families. For every mask sponsored by the Commandery, another was given to
an exposed child or elderly person in one of Cape Town’s many disadvantaged and
desperately poor communities. This was extended further by support amounting to R
98,000 [eq. € 5,483] to produce handcrafted WHO standard Order of St Lazarus greencross-branded masks. This created a means of employing and feeding a master tailor and
helpers, as well as supporting a disabled veteran and his wife who did the embroidery.
One member initiated and coordinated the entire project. Over 1,100 masks were made
and shipped worldwide.

Masks produced

The jurisdiction supported the parish of St Michael’s and All Angels in its efforts to repair
and restore the badly deteriorated WW1 Memorial to those members of the parish who
gave their lives in that conflict. A monetary and in-kind donation amounting to R 26,620
[eq. € 1,485] was made.
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BEFORE & AFTER the restoration, and the plaque commemorating the donation

Grand Priory of Sweden [including Delegation of Denmark]
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

not quantified
not quantified

The jurisdiction, through the initiative of Eric Brennelid OLJ, has designed a wearable
item in paracord material which is a useful jack-of-all-trades object for military
personnel. It has been used as a fund-raising item and has been on sale in his regiment
for a short while.

Paracord wearable item

International Grand Bailiwick
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 1,000
200 hrs

The jurisdiction supported a regional animal shelter caring for neglected dogs and cats
with a monetary donation of € 1,000. The animals are provided with 24x7 care, fed and
given the medical care they may need. Besides the monetary donation, membership of
the Animal Shelter Board required about 200 volunteer hours.
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V/O subsidiaries of the Humanitarian Grand Priory Europe
The greater majority of the charitable activities of the Humanitarian Grand Priory Europe
[GPEU] were carried out through the activities of the Lazarus relief organizations in
Poland [LAZARUS Ermland-Maßuren] and in Germany [LAZARUS Hilfswerk (LHW)] A
significant amount of the hospitaller work of these formally registered voluntary relief
organizations is directed towards care for the elderly, managing a number of care
facilities and providing a varied spectrum of services.

The Polish-based organization LAZARUS Ermland-Maßuren
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 451,941
6,964 hrs

● This organization supported the Lazarus - Szczytno Welfare Centre to help provide
Personal Protective Equipment, like aprons, face masks, face shields and disinfectants,
to fight the Covid-19 pandemic. It also gives continuing support to elderly, sick and
disabled persons in need of help in their personal living conditions, and provides
counselling in the fields of prevention and rehabilitation, by clinical check-ups of
serum glucose and blood pressure and distribution of orthopaedic devices. Thirty-six
patients of the German minority group were assisted by six nurses; 360 persons were
counselled, and the procurement of medical devices for 334 persons was facilitated.
The support consisted in providing 6,964 volunteer man-hours.
● The organization supported the Lazarus Klebark Wielki Welfare Center which leases
medical and rehabilitation devices to 64 persons, but also organized a number of
social events for the elderly. Twelve families were supported with bedding, clothing
and footwear. The monetary contribution amounted to € 1,205, while an unquantified
amount of humanitarian aid of various sorts was supplied.
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Forest in a glassware

Gymnastics meetings

Ladies’ carnival

The organization also supported the Lazarus Elblag Welfare Centre which as an
institution provides care for the handicapped, the poor, the diseased, the jobless and the
socially isolated. During 2020, the centre provided professional specialized nursing care;
the leasing of devices for rehabilitation and medicine, including orthopaedic beds,
wheelchairs, walking aids and anti-decubitus mattresses; long-term home care nursing
for bedridden patients; a self-help home and day care centre care for patients with
psychic or psychotic symptoms; transport services; telephone-assisted home therapy;
and European Social Funds [ESF] projects, including provision of specialized services of
nursing for families in Elblag and comprehensive nursing care for elderly persons in
Elblag. The Lazarus Elblag Welfare Centre project is supported as a partnership with the
municipality of Elblag, obtaining funding from the National Health. This project is
estimated to have cost a total of € 335,000.

Projekt-Teilnehmer

Transport zum Selbsthilfehaus
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Support was also given to the Lazarus Biskupied Welfare Centre where outpatient
palliative care services are carried out under the chairmanship of the chaplain Prelate
Badura ChLJ. The station provides a 24x7 hotline and employs 4 nurses. A total of 114
people were cared for during 2020 – 94 of them in a residential home and 20 in their
home environment. The average duration of care was 112 days. The charity costs a total
of € 105,720, which is provided by the National Health Fund.
Support amounting to € 10,016 was also given to the Lazarus Rastenburg welfare center
which offers outpatient care services to the Handicapped and Sick. The National Health
Fund was used for the services provided covering the reimbursement of costs amounting
to € 86,468.

The German-based organization LAZARUS Hilfswerk in Deutschland e.V.
● Monetary donation made:
● Volunteer hours given:

€ 11,069,000
nil

The LAZARUS Hilfswerk and its subsidiary organizations operate several facilities with
inpatient care, day care and mobile care services. In 2020, around 12.4 million euros were
spent on the operation of the LAZARUS relief organization listed below. About 7 million
of this represented expenses for the staff.
● LAZARUS Haus Bergheim offers a total of 66 places for inpatient care, mainly in
modern single rooms. The residents of the house are offered all the amenities they
require according to their needs. In each residential unit (2 single rooms) there is
a shower room with toilet. The rooms are equipped with an emergency call
system, connections for telephone, radio and television, and are comfortably
furnished. Great importance is attached to the sympathetic arrangement of the
personal memorabilia of individual inhabitants. A total of 35 barrier-free
apartments from 40 to 90 square meters with service are available. All apartments
of the LAZARUS house are characterized by their high-quality equipment. They
have modern fitted kitchens, spacious, senior-friendly bathrooms (some with
washing machine connection), a balcony or terrace, and storage or cellar rooms.
House emergency call system, cable TV, telephone and internet connection
complete the facilities.
● LAZARUS Haus Am Beyertzhof, which opened in 2016, was designed according
to the principle of the house community model. This means that 36 residents live
in three house communities, who together shape their everyday lives in their
respective groups. Inclusion in normal everyday life should help to strengthen
existing skills and, at best, regain skills that have been lost. In addition, our
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location in Kempen offers a day care facility, which was also opened in 2016. The
facility offers space for 13 day care guests.
● LAZARUS Niederrhein Gemeinnützig GmbH in Krefeld provides places for 29
inpatients in accommodation spread over four floors. The individual small living
areas offer a particularly private atmosphere and the manageability of each space
is especially beneficial for the residents’ well-being. 25 single rooms and two
double rooms are available in this house. We also have 2 interspersed short-term
care places that can be used as part of short-term and/or preventive care. The
LAZARUS house in Krefeld is situated in a quiet location in the heart of the Hüls
district, only a few hundred meters from the Hülser Markt. The excellent
infrastructure offers plenty of opportunity to shop for daily needs. The main train
station and the city center can easily be reached in around 15 minutes by public
transport.
● LAZARUS Haus Blumenberg, Cologne opened its doors in 2008. It offers 80
single rooms for inpatient care. Our house is divided into residential groups but
the focus is on community life. The 80 residents live in three living areas that
extend over three floors including the ground floor. All rooms can be reached
barrier-free. To support the residents, the house offers an orientation system
based on colors and floral motifs. Centrally located common rooms (e.g. a
restaurant as well as rooms for occupational and group therapy) offer
opportunities for encounters, joint activities and celebrations. Terraces at ground
level and the gardens invite you to relax outdoors. The in-house hairdressing salon
is popular with residents. The residents of the house are offered all the amenities
they need. All rooms have a shower room with toilet. The rooms are equipped with
an emergency call system, connections for telephone, radio and television. All
furniture is designed for the handicapped and is age-appropriate. Additional
furniture to enhance the design of an individual’s room is welcome. Fixed contact
personnel are available around the clock who have household, supervisory and
nursing skills.
● LAZARUS Haus Wuppertal offers all the amenities that its 144 residents need. All
living areas are barrier-free. There is a shower room with toilet in all rooms. The
rooms are equipped with an emergency call system, connections for telephone,
radio and television. The furniture is handicapped and age-appropriate. Great
importance is attached to the individual design of the rooms with a person’s own
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furniture and personal mementos.
Additionally, the institution has the
facility of eleven assisted-living
serviced apartments.
● LAZARUS
Haus
Heerstrasse
combines a day care facility for
children with one for senior citizens.
Children and elderly people organize
their everyday lives together under
one roof. There is space for 14 elderly
care guests and up to 50 children. The
aim of day care is to give older people
- even if they are in need of care - the
option of remaining in their familiar surroundings and to help prolong a selfdetermined life within their own four walls. The day care guests have a cozy living,
dining and cooking area at their disposal. This space is used mainly for the
common organization of everyday life. There is also a therapy and relaxation
room. A large sun terrace invites one to linger outdoors when the weather is nice.
The day care is located on the upper floor of the house and can be reached via an
elevator. The seniors thus have the opportunity to watch the children play.
● LAZARUS Jugend Gmeinnützige GmbH provides day-care centres for young
children. During 2019 the day-care centre Kita am Turm in Bergheim catered for
46 children, while the day-care centre in Bornheim-Merten catered for 55
children. The day-care centre Lazarus Kita Kerpen catered for up to 50 children.
In addition, outpatient care services are offered at the Frechen/Bergheim, Hürth and
Krefeld locations to support people in need and their relatives with care at home. 60
nurses are on duty for around 300 patients. The services at Hürth also offer the facility of
a shared apartment for people with dementia, providing them with around-the-clock
care.
The Covid-19 restrictions led to the publication and distribution of instructions
for the manufacture of a protective hood for nursing staff and emergency medical
workers against coronavirus infection. This was developed at the initiative of our
hospitaller, Confrère Prof. Dr Joachim Gardemann, who serves as the director of the
center of excellence for humanitarian aid at the University of Applied Sciences in Münster
and has great experience in international humanitarian aid. Support was given to the
transmission on social media of a video tutorial explaining the importance of the correct
use of protective clothing. The GPEU members also undertook to help the elderly to
communicate using modern media.
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Correct use of protective
clothing

Production of makeshift
PPEs

Protective hoods
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Hospitaller Voluntary Organizations
Jurisdictions are encouraged to report any registered voluntary organizations to which
they may actually be affiliated. This will allow the office of the Grand Hospitaller to
compile a full list of such V/O organizations affiliated indirectly to and representing the
Order. We are certain that the list presented here is far from complete.

1. LAZARUS Hilfswerk in Deutschland e.V. (LHW)
The humanitarian work of the Humanitarian Grand Priory Europe (GPEU)
is carried out by several registered LAZARUS sub-organizations, which are
delimited from one another owing to legal regulations and organizational
requirements. Thus, professional, social, humanitarian and youth care
activities have established sub-organizations with their own legal
personalities. This was a basic requirement to enable contracts and
agreements to be made as an official NGO within the European Community, the Federal
Foreign Office and with social authorities. In this context, it is important that the
employees of the Lazarus organizations have special professional qualifications
depending on their respective jobs. Thus, besides acting independently, the
Humanitarian Grand Priory Europe acts through the following LAZARUS suborganizations:
● LAZARUS Hilfswerk in Deutschland e.V. is a Christian ecumenical, non-profit
aid organization (NGO) founded in 1972 by members of the Humanitarian Grand
Priory Europe and legally registered as an authorized independent welfare
organization. After it was founded, the LHW received financial support from the
Gold-Kraemer-Stiftung owned by Chev. Paul R. Kraemer and Kaethe Kraemer
(Hereditary Commandery of the Rhineland). With its three subsidiaries, the
LAZARUS relief organization is involved in youth care, elderly care and home
nursing.
The LAZARUS Hilfswerk in Deutschland e.V. manages a number of inpatient care
facilities: LAZARUS Haus Bergheim, LAZARUS Haus Am Beyertzhof, LAZARUS
Niederrhein Gemeinnützig GmbH in Krefeld, LAZARUS Haus Blumenberg, Cologne,
LAZARUS Haus Wuppertal, LAZARUS Haus Heerstrasse, and LAZARUS Jugend
Gmeinnützige.
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2. LAZARUS Ermland-Maßuren [Poland]
This organization is a Christian ecumenical, non-profit aid organization
(NGO) founded by members of the Humanitarian Grand Priory Europe and
legally registered as an authorized independent welfare organization. It
has four facilities: Lazarus-Hilfswerk – Szczytno, Klebark Wielki, Elblag,
and Biskupied.

3. Lazarus Volunteers Salzburg [Austria]
Lazarus Volunteers Salzburg

4. Stichting Charityfonds van The Military and Hospitaller Order of
Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem in Nederlands
Registered in KvK No. 75393204
Stichting Charityfonds is a registered charity (75393204). The
members of this association are responsible for administering the
charitable activities covered by this Charity. This separate foundation
was set up in order to act as the philanthropic arm of the Grand
Bailiwick of The Netherlands by obtaining and maintaining ANBI
status.

5. The St Lazarus Charitable Trust [U.K.]
Registered UK Charity No. 286918
The St Lazarus Charitable Trust is a registered charity (286918). Its
trustees are responsible for distributing the bulk of the money raised
by members of the Grand Priory for charitable projects, particularly
those related to leprosy. The Trust works closely with expert
charities, including The Leprosy Mission (TLM), LEPRA and EMMS,
on projects ranging from sponsoring student medical electives in
leprosy-hit areas of the world to supporting local initiatives in India,
Nepal and parts of Africa.
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6. LAZARUS Gemeinschaft Liechtenstein
The Lazarus Gemeinschaft Liechtenstein is the sponsoring association behind the
helpline for children and young people in Liechtenstein providing a 24x7
telephone assistance service manned by trained volunteer professionals. Founded
in June 1988, it has been a registered non-profit organization since 1990.

7. Raoul Follereau Foundation [Malta] – Order of Charity
NGO Number: VO/0980 [registered 30th June 2014]
●

Volunteer hours given for management:

700 hrs

The Order of Charity is a non-profit organization set up in Malta in
1967 with the aim of collecting monetary support for the assistance
of lepers throughout the World. It forms part of the international
Raoul Follereau Foundation established in 1946 by the world-famous anthropologist who
died in 1977. The main aims of the Foundation are:
● to encourage social help for those suffering from leprosy and other chronic
debilitating diseases;
● to ascertain that these people are treated as they should be;
● to help leprosy sufferers find their place in society;
● to give financial help to leprosaria and missions working with them.
The Order of Charity in Malta organizes activities around the international day dedicated
to sufferers of Hansen’s Disease or Leprosy. Leprosy Day falls on the last Sunday of January.
The Order's primary aim is to collect monetary donations. In its charitable endeavours it
circulates an annual newsletter among its 1,600 members, issues posters and circulars to
all parish churches and church schools in Malta and Gozo, as well as a press release to the
main newspapers, radios and TV stations. The donations made by the public and members
of the Order of Charity are forwarded to twenty or so different world-wide associations
who work among and for the needs of leprosy sufferers. In 2017 almost €31,000 was
distributed among these organizations. A detailed account of money collected and how it
was distributed is always included in the annual newsletter. The funds are also audited as
part of the consolidated annual financial return of the Grand Priory. It is most appropriate
that this Order of Charity has, from 2009, come under the jurisdiction of the Order of St
Lazarus, which was originally founded to work in aid of lepers in the Holy Land. The
Constitution of the Order of St Lazarus states that this Order dedicates itself especially to
the support and needs of lepers and the various jurisdictions of the Order of St Lazarus
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dedicate a substantial part of their philanthropy towards the world-wide fight against this
devastating infection. It is managed by a six-member board appointed by the Grand Prior
who serves as the Hon. Executive President.

8. Ordo Sancti Lazari Melitensis Fundatio
Maltese Foundation of the Order of St Lazarus, NGO Number:
VO/0835 [registered 31st July 2013]
● Volunteer hours given for management: 1,000 hrs
The Ordo Sancti Lazari Melitensis Fundatio is a voluntary charitable
organization managed under the supervision and guidance of the
Grand Priory of the Maltese Islands. The main mission of the
Foundation is:
● to raise funds for distribution and donation to Maltese or overseas charities,
philanthropic bodies and any approved deserving individuals;
● to participate in activities and projects to generate assets for charitable and
philanthropic purposes;
● to practice and support the principles and values of Christian charity, protecting
and assisting the weak, helping the poor, the aged, the very young, the
handicapped and the sick in society.
The Ordo Sancti Lazari Melitensis Fundatio is obliged to present the Grand Priory of the
Maltese Islands with information about the activities of the Foundation, together with an
independently audited annual Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss Account. This forms part
of the audited consolidated Annual Accounts of the Grand Priory presented to the mother
organization: the Military and Hospitaller Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem. It has a
five-member board of directors chaired by the Grand Prior, who serves as the Hon.
Executive President. The board members are appointed at the Annual General Meeting of
the Grand Priory. The organization also has an event-organizing sub-committee of six
members.
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Hospitaller Resources
Communication: Jurisdictions should seek means of collaboration and make available
resources to each other. This requires effective communication among the jurisdictions –
a communication system that needs continuous update by the central organization of the
Order. This effective, regularly updated communication system has yet to be developed
and made available. At present, the only tool available for informing members of the
international hospitaller work is the annual report produced by the Grand Hospitaller.
Communication can definitely be improved if the Order embraces modern facilities for
information transfer. Progress has certainly been made by the setting up of the
International Facebook page of the Order where the various jurisdictions can highlight
their charitable works.
Resources bank: The Order should also build up a ‘bank of resources’. Many jurisdictions
develop resources for use in their region. These resources require time and financial
outlay to develop and be produced. They could easily have a greater impact on the
hospitaller work of the Order if other jurisdictions were made aware of their existence
and potential provision. One such example of a resource is the publication, A Caregiver's
Guide, A handbook about end-of-life care, developed and produced by the Grand Priory of
Canada.
A Caregiver's Guide aims to support family caregivers looking after their loved ones at
life’s end. Its content was created by hospice palliative care professionals associated with
the Canadian Hospice Palliative Care Association which itself is closely allied with the
Worldwide Hospice Palliative Care Alliance. Since its initial publication in 2000, more
than 350,000 copies of the book have been printed and distributed across Canada in both
English and French. In addition to supporting individuals, their families and those in
caregiving teams, it has also created a strong image and identity for the Order of Saint
Lazarus. Moreover, A Caregiver's Guide has been translated and adapted for use, either in
print or on websites, in many other countries. This initiative should be strongly promoted
and supported by the whole Order. A copy of the current edition can be found at
www.stlazarus.ca (under the Hospice Resources tab). A Caregiver's Guide unexpectedly,
took on an international presence when a palliative care organization in Australia
requested permission to reprint it, adapting it as appropriate for local needs. Permission
was granted and an introduction made to members of the Order in Australia who
supported that publication in 2006. Subsequently, editions have been adapted, translated
and printed in several countries, including Portugal, China and Japan. Either the entire
content, or adapted portions of it, appear on websites in Malta, the Czech Republic,
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Zambia and, most recently, Russia. A licensing agreement
between the international organizations and the GPC was created
to protect Canada’s copyright.
Other jurisdictions may, over the years, have developed similar
useful resources that can be made available for others to modify
to any specific needs [cf. for example the resource prepared by
the Grand Priory of the Maltese Islands entitled Animal-related
Injuries relevant to the Maltese Islands – available at
http://staff.um.edu.mt/csav1/srg/index.html].
National
jurisdictions are encouraged to inform the Office of the
Grand Hospitaller of any such initiatives and to allow other jurisdictions to make
use of these.
The Office of the Grand Hospitaller would like to initiate a project
to produce a First Aid Manual for general distribution as an
electronic and a print-on-demand resource. This could include
topics such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Introduction - What is a First Aider?
CPR and using an Automated External Defibrillator
Controlling bleeding and treating shock
Managing the airway and treating choking [Heimlich
manoeuvre]
5. Managing skeletal injuries including fractures and potential
spinal injuries
6. Managing hypothermia
7. Early signs of stroke
8. Management of poison
The Grand Hospitaller would certainly welcome any medical or other healthcare worker
volunteers to contribute to the project by writing the chapters indicated above or other
relevant ones.
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